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Deihl Forecast
Wednesday: Mostly cloudy,
then gradually becoming sunny,
with
a
high
near 54.
Wednesday Night: Clear, with
a low around 37.
Thursday: Sunny. with a high
near 63.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 42.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 65. South wind between 7
and 13 mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy.
with a low around 48.
Saturday: Showers and
thunderstorms likely. Cloudy.
with a high near 62.
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Murray Council
votes to renew
health insurance
Ledger & Times file photo
The Murray Woman's Club Clubhouse has been placed on the National Register of Historic
Places in recognition of its contribution to the development of the Murray area community.

1

ii

Club Historian and Past
"I had 30 or 40 Women reading
President Linda Scott said the nomination and editing it, so
because of the clubhouse's his- it was really a group effort," she
torical significance, it deserves said.
to be on such a prestigious list.
The clubhouse was constructed
"This is an honor for us all in 1939-1940, and was a signifbecause the clubhouse has really icant local presence during World
belonged to the community as War 11. It was the sight of Red
well as the club members Cross nurse training. During the
through the years, so we want to war, the clubhouse also hosted
share this with the community," dinners and dances for the solshe said.
diers at Camp Tyson, located in
Many members contributed to Henry County, Tenn.
compiling the history of the
club and clubhouse, said Scott. •See Page 2A

By ANGIE NATION
tering the boys 11 years ago.
Staff Writer
"A straight adoption was
November
is
National something that financially we
Adoption Month and some couldn't do(and we heard) fosCalloway County families tering could be a really great
who have adopted children say route to adoption," said Will
the process is both difficult and Snodgrass.
very rewarding.
Snodgrasses
went
The
Last year in Kentucky, 798 through the state's intensive
adoptions
were finalized training program for foster parthrough the state, according to ents. Snodgrass said he and his
the Cabinet for Health and wife learned a lot about themFamily Services(CHFS). That selves as a couple and as indifigure does not include private viduals.
adoptions. CFHS also reports
Foster care training takes
that a point in time count about three months to comtaken Monday. Nov. 3, 6,682 plete, with a series of home
Kentucky children were in out visits, classes and forms to go
of home care, also known as through. Prospective foster
foster care.
care parents learn about the
WiU and Marcy Snodgrass of foster care process, children's
Murray have two adopted sons, potential emotional and physiNicholas, 15, and Thomas, 13.
The Snodgrasses began by fos- •See Page 2A
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CHRISTMAS TREE ARRIVES: Murray Electric System workers installed a 28-foot-tall cedar
tree on the court square Tuesday near the corner of Fourth and Main streets. The tree was
donated by Land Between the Lakes National Recreation Area and Swift & Staley. It will be
decorated with energy-efficient LED lights.

insurance including discounts for members.
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council unanimously voted on Tuesday
to keep the city's employee health insurance coverage with
Anthem Blue Cross/Blue Shield.
The total estimated cost of the plan approved by the council is approximately $2.1 million a year, up from the current
plan's cost of roughly $1.8 million. City Fitiance Director
Alan Lanier said the increase was mostly due to insurance
claims from employees. The city will contribute close to
$1.78 million, or about 84 percent of the total. Employees
will have to pay $328,915 of the total, approximately 16
percent.
Employees will have a,choice between a plan with a high
deductible and lower premiums or a plan with a lower
deductible and higher premiums. For the high deductible
plan. a single person would have a $2,5(X) deductible and a
$19.56 premium per paycheck. A family would have a
$5,000 deductible, with the employee paying a $50.30`premium per paycheck.
For the plan with a low deductible, the premium depends
on employees' participation in the city's wellness program.
Premiums will be on one of four tiers, with the most expensive premium reserved for employees who do not participate
in the program. Premiums get lower based on the person's
level determined by the wellness program. With the low
deductible plan, a.single person not participating in the wellness program would have a $1,000 deductible and a $42.39
premium. A family would have a $3,000 deductible, with the
employee paying a premium of $130.88 per paycheck.
Employees will also have the option of using a health.savings account.

Adoption and fostering
difficult, rewarding process
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By ANGIE NATION
Staff Writer
The Murray Woman's Club
Clubhouse has been named to
the National Register of Historic
Places.
Club
members
recently
received notice that the federal
review board had approved the
Kentucky Historic Preservation
Review.Board recommendation.
The clubhouse was added to the
register Thursday, Nov. 10. The
board made the recommendation
Sept. 6,2011.
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By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Once again this year, community residents are invited to join
their neighbors Thursday at the
Murray Banquet Center for a big
Thanksgiving meal.
The
Rev.
Rose BogalAllbritten. the
community
coordinator of
the dinner, said
Community
Concerns is in
charge of the
meal this year
instead of the BogalMurray - Allbritten
Calloway
County
Ministerial
Association. The seventh annual Community Thanksgiving
Dinner will be from 11:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Thursday at the
Murray Banquet Center. A short
non-denominational service will
begin at 11 a.m., BogalAllbritten said.
Bogal-Allbritten said there
were about 300 people at the
community meat last year, and
that attendance typically increases each year. Based on the number of delivery requests received
so far, she said she anticipates
the number to go up again. She
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•Community Dinner...
From Front
said there were about 50 requests
for delivered meals last year and
that there are currently already
70.
Many of the delivery requests
come from people who are regular Meals on Wheels recipients
and are often made weeks in
advance, Bogal-Allbritten said.
Anyone wishing to request a
delivered meal or needing transportation to the Murray Banquet
Center can call the First
Presbyterian Church at 7536460. Bogal-Allbritten said
there was also a need for donations of desserts and fresh fruits,
so anyone wishing to contribute
may also call the church.
Bogal-Allbritten said the meal

is a success thanks to the many
volunteers that help make it
possible. She said a small number of volunteers help carve the
turkey on Wednesday afternoon,
and the rest show up Thursday
to help serve the meal. She said
there were about 100 volunteers
last year.
"'That's a good number," she
said. "When people call me to
ask me if I need volunteers, I
always tell them I can use as
many as come, and I'll find a job
for them to do."
Bogal-Allbritten added that
anyone is welcome to attend the
meal and that it is not incomebased.
"Anyone who doesn't have
somebody to have Thanksgiving
dinner with (is welcome)," she

From Front

ANGIE HATTON ; Ledger & Tares

•Woman's Club...
include the club sponsorship in
1955 of the creation of the
Murray Hospital Auxiliary. The
Throughout the years, the
building has been used for high club worked with local officials
school proms, weddings, busi- to find a permanent home for the
ness meetings and receptions.
county library between 1960 and
"Very few clubs in the state of 1967. Club members also ran
Kentucky boast a clubhouse as the library until funding was
nice as ours and as rich in histosecured to hire a librarian.
ry as ours," said Bobbie
"For the future, the ksting
Weatherly, club president. "I've
visited several clubhouses and means that we continue to supmost of them share space with port and maintain the clubhouse
another organization. They meet and preserve it," said Scott. "We
at a public library or a church or
want to be able to keep it in the
a restaurant. They have the
same
manner we have all
organization in place, but they
through the years, and we want
don't have the structure."
The historical designation also to make sure the ones who come
honors the work the members of after us recognize its importance
the MWC have done in Murray to the community, as well as the
and Calloway County over the
years, said Scott. Contributions membership."
Weatherly said the announcement comes as the club is
For
embarking on some major
Best
restoration work to the building's windows. A contractor is
Results
working to refurbish some of
the historical windows which
Place Your
cannot be replaced.
A41 With Us
'This fits tight in. ivfffi'Vfie
the club was trying to do, preCall 753-1916
serve the historical integrity of
the clubhouse," said Weatherly.

From Front

Omni Visions Recruiter and Trainer Elizabeth Blumrick, left,
takes Tara and Kyle Braddock through the foster care system
during a recent home visit.

III City Council...
From Front
Councilman Jeremy Bell said
he thought the Health Insurance
Committee should have some
representation in the future from
city employees who were not
part of the management staff.
Councilman Jason Pittman said
one of his biggest objections to
the increase in premiums was
that the council only found out
about two weeks before it had to
make a decision. Committee
Chairman Robert Billington Jr.
said the committee planned to
have Anthem representatives
report to them on claims each
quarter from now on.
The council also voted to
accept a recommendation from

Ledger & Times holiday
hours announced
The Murray Ledger & Times
office will close at 1 p.m. on
Wednesday, Nov. 23. A newspaper will not be published on
dger & limes will
resume its normal deadlines and
publishing schedule on Friday,
Nov. 25.

the Public Safety Committee to
change the qualifications of
Code Enforcement Board members. City Administrator Matt
Mattingly said the city ordinance currently requires members to have building experience. He said all three members
have been on the board since its
inception and that they have
expressed a desire to eventually
be replaced, so the change would
help to fill the positions. With
the qualification removed, building code violations would be
appealed to a state board in
Frankfort instead of the Murray
Board,
Code Enforcement
Mattingly said.
Mattingly said the city also
hoped to present a plan in the
spring of 2012 to streamline its
building code ordinances. Once
that occurred, it would be possible for the council to decide
whether or not to create a position for a code enforcement officer.
The council also voted to
accept the streets in Riverfield
Estates for maintenance, which
was a recommendation by the
Planning Commission.

cal needs, CPR/First Aid and
therapeutic strategies, among
other components.
Kyle and Tara Braddock of Almo
recently began the training process.
Tara Braddock said they are looking
to foster a child that they will eventually be able to adopt.
"We just love kids, and we'd
always talked about - once we had
our own - adopting maybe a couple
(of kids), and we recently found out
that having children for us is going
to be difficult. Not impossible, but
difficult. So we decided to reverse
the process (and adopt first)," said
Braddock.
Snodgrass said he received excellent training, but he and his wife
were not prepared for the emotional
side ofthe foster care system. Before
the state placed the two boys in
their home,the Snodgrasses fostered
a two-week-old baby boy.
"We had the best month with
him, and we had him long enough
to be head over heels," said
Snodgrass. -And then, of course,
the court decision was reversed and
the baby went home. And the day it
took for social services to come and
pick him up, I cried, we cried. There
was no way we could do this again."
The couple almost refused when
the foster care agency asked to place
two brothers, ages 2 and 4, with the
family for Christmas. But they
ended up saying yes, Snodgrass
said. He recalls the day in December
that the two boys came to his
home.
The Snodgrasses bonded with the
boys, and after about three years
Nicholas and Thomas's adoptions
were finalized.
-They're now absolutely 100 percent our children, but if the court
hadn't reversed it's decision on that
little baby we had, ultimately we
wouldn't have taken the two boys
for Christmas, and I know that was
God's plan," said Snodgrass.
Elizabeth Blumrick, recruiter and
trainer for Omni Visions, a foster
care and adoption placement agency,
says there is a misconception that
putting children into foster care is a
first option for social service representatives.
"In fact, typically what occurs is
they start out doing in-home services ... they are going to try to work
with the family," said Blumrick.

"However, sometimes that isn't
possible. in that case, what we
would do is go to kinship care,
because who better to take care of a
child than a relative?"
Blumrick said some relatives
either cannot provide for children,
have problems themselves or simply do not exist. That is when foster care becomes an option,
'The Snodgrasses have been very
open with their children about the
adoption. They have never tried to
play down the role of the boys' birth
parents or disparage the birth parents, said Snodgrass. He added that
if his children want to seek out their
biological family someday. he and
his wife will support and help them.
Mark and Becky Blankenship of
Murray adopted their son Bailey, 5,
when he was a newborn. They; too,
have never tried to hide the fact.
"What we've used together as a
family before is the animated movie
Tarzan. We've explained to him that
this is sort of what Mommy and
Daddy did. You needed a family, and
you had a mother who couldn't take
care of you," said Becky
Blankenship.
Mark Blankenship has a biological daughter from a previous marriage. From seeing the parenting
experience from both sides, he feels
the same bond with his daughter
that he does with his son, he said.
"Bailey'is as much my own as if
we'd had him ourselves," said
Blankenship.
Braddock noted it is nerve-wracking to have to prove that one has a
suitable home in which to raise
children. She added that she knows
the rewards will outweigh the difficulties.
"It's so silly, but I'm so excited
about running around like a crazy
person, to T-ball or this or that, or
whatever they want to do." said
Braddock. -Just to be that mom ... I
had such a good childhood all the
way around,and I have always wanted to give that back."
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
SENIOR INTERVIEW DAY: Murray High School seniors got a chance to obtain job interview
experience Tuesday morning during Senior Interview Day in the school library. Professionals
in Murray volunteered their time to interview students interested in various fields including art,
medicine, business and more. The students were required to write a resume, dress appropriately and answer and ask questions about the career of their choice.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The allow tax rates for wealthier earn- political advantage in advance of
elections less than a year away.
failure of a special deficit-reduc- ers to go up.
Lawmakers of both panics
"He won't sign a full extention supercommittee sets up a
year-end battle between President sion," said a senior administration agreed action in Congress
Barack Mama and a dysfunction- official, requiring anonymity to still required. somehow and soon.
"Despite our inability to bridge
al Congress over renewing a pay- discuss White House strategy.
roll tax cut and jobless benefits "We're going to be in the position the committee's significant differat the end of next year where the ences, we end this process united
for millions.
nation's fisAt the same time, the debt president is saying: 'I'm not in our belief that the
addressed
and
must
be
cal
crisis
full
extension,
panel's failure triggers deep, auto- going to sign a
that We cannot leave it for the
matic cuts to the Pentagon budg- but send me the middle-class tax
next generation to solve." the
et, beginning in 2013, that cuts."
panel's two co-chairs. Sen. Patty.
The panel's failure to reach
defense hawks already are dedicatMurray. D-Wash., and Rep. Jeb
ed to unwinding. Domestic pro- agreement on how to cut deficits
Hensarling, R-Texas, said in a
by $1.2 trillion or more over 10
grams would bear cuts as well.
somber statement.
And the panel's failure puts years was not unexpected but
taxes and out-of-control deficits grew out of intractable divisions
front and center in next year's over spending and taxes that
presidential and congressional promise to hound lawmakers
• County Judge-Executive
campaigns. The election's out- through 2012 elections that could Larry Elkins has announced
come is likely to determine sort it all out.
that county offices will be
Stock prices plummeted at closed on Thursday. Nov. 24.
whether Bush-era tax cuts that
expire in December 2012 will be home and across debt-scarred and Friday, Nov. 25, for the
fully renewed or whether Obama Europe on Monday as the panel Thanksgiving holiday.
• The Murray City Hall will
can force Republicans to make ended its brief, secretive existence
agreement. be closed on Thursday. Nov.
without
an
concessions on taxes.
Obama supports renewing most Republicans and Democrats alike 24, and Friday. Nov. 25, for
of the Bush tax cuts but wants to pointed fingers, maneuvering for the Thanksgiving holiday.
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ing the message he was expected to deliver.
But if Republicans are in
Obama's sights, he's firmly in
theirs, too.
Presidential hopeful Mitt
Romney is airing his first TV
ads in the Granite State, and
they are sharply critical of
Obaina's economic record. He
also ran ads in New Hampshire
newspapers that say to Obama,
"I will be blunt. Your policies
have failed."
The president's trip follows
the collapse of the special condeficit-reduction
gressional
supercommittee, which failed to
reach a deal on $1.2 trillion in
cuts. Democrats had hoped to
tuck the payroll tax extension,
as well as a renewal of jobless
benefits for the unemployed,
into a supercommittee agreement.
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In NH,Obama to push for
payroll tax cut extension
By JULIE PACE
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
in
Republicans
Targeting
Congress and on the presidential
campaign trail. President Barack
Obama is heading to New
Hampshire, a political battleground, to begin a year-end push
to extend payroll tax cuts.
During a speech Tuesday at a
Manchester high school, the
president was to argue that a
failure to extend the tax breaks
would hurt middle-class families
already struggling amid a shaky
economy, effectively daring congressional Republicans to block
the extension and thus increase
taxes.
"If we don't act, taxes will go
up for every single American,
starting next year. And I'm not
about to let that happen,"
Obama said Monday, preview-

305 N. 12- Street
University Square
Murray. Ky

Reg $16.99

$9 99

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
Your Harehvers, Electrical & Plumbing
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Obituaries
Don Bailey
Don Bailey, 63. of Murray, Ky., died Tuesday, Nov. 22, 2011, at
his home.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Noma Housden
Noma Housden, 93, of Hazel, Ky., died Tuesday, Nov. 22, 2011,
at. her home.
Born Oct. 23, 1918, Mrs. Housden was a member of the New
Providence Church of Christ.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Grady Housden; parents,
Henry and Stella Douglas Hutson; one son, Donald Housden; three
brothers, Cardell Hutson, Elton Hutson and Warlick Hutson; and one
sister, Elna White.
She is survived by a son, Terry Housden and wife, Karen, of Hazel;
two granddaughters, Tracie Johnson and husband, Chris and Milissa
Troupe and husband. Darrell; and two great-grandchildren.
Services will be held at 10 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 26, 2011, at the
Hazel chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Jeremiah Tatum and
Terry Morris will officiate. Burial will follow at the Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery. Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. Friday, Nov. 25,
2011, at the Imes-Miller Funeral Home in Hazel.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to
Murray-Calloway County Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY
42071. Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral
Home.

Doris Cherry Byrd
Doris Cherry Byrd. 82, of Mayfield. Ky., died Monday, Nov. 21,
2011. at 7:35 a.m. at Heritage Manor Healthcare facility.
She was a retired waitress.
She was preceded in death by her first husband, John Benjamin
Allen; her second husband, James Oscar Byrd; and her parents, James
Agusta and Lottie T. Drew Cherry.
She is survived by one daughter, Christina Lynn Wallen, of
Murray and two grandchildren.
Cremation and a memorial service will be held at a later date.
Arrangements are being handled by Brown Funeral Home in
Mayfield.

Bonnie Mae Brannon Milam
Bonnie Mae Brannon Milani. 84, of Novi. Mich., died Monday,
Nov. 21, 2011. at her residence.
She was born March 21, 1927, in Hazel, Ky. She was a member
of the Puryear Baptist Church in Puryear, Tenn., and was a 1946
high school graduate in Hazel Park, Mich. She worked for five years
at Holley Carburetor Plant in Paris, Tenn.
She was preceded in death by her father, Elmus Brannon; her mother, Ruby Moore Brannon, her husband, Alonzo Benjamin -Chuck"
Milarn. Jr. to whom she married Dec. 24, 1949; three sisters, Mabel
Orr. Gail Swift and Rozelle Turner; and two brothers, Mason
Brannon and Edmund Brannon.
She is survived by two daughters, Glenda D. Prickett and husband,
Terry, of Walled Lake, Mich.. and Laurie K. Hauck, of Fayetteville.
Ga.; and five grandchildren, Keith Prickett, Brandon Prickett, Kellie
Hauck, Aaron Hauck and Sean Hauck.
Funeral services will be held at 1 p.m. S_aturday, Nov. 26, 2011.
at Puryear Baptist Church. Chad Kennedy will officiate and burial
kvill follow at Mt. Pleasant Cemetery. Buchanan, Tenn. Visitation
will be held Saturday. from 11 a.m. until funeral hour at the church.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Glenda D. Prickett, 1065 Lakeview Dr.. Walled Lake, MI 48390.
Arrangements are being handled by Ridgeway Funeral Home in
Paris, Tenn.

Dorothy Puckett
11.

Dorothy Puckett. 88. of Murray. Ky., died Tuesday. Nov.
2011. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Born Feb. 3, 1923, Mrs. Pucken was retired from Fisher Price and
a member of the Glendale Road Church of Christ.
She was preceded in death by her first husband, Herbert J. Brinn;
her second husband, Dalton E. Puckett; an infant son. Zon Brinn:
her parents. Hendrix and Lottie Nanney Burkeen; and two brothers.
Ewing Burkeen and Raymond Burkeen.
She is survived by a son. Dwight Brinn and wife. Janet, of
Murray; grandchildren, Justin and Shannon Brinn; a sister-in-law,
Moleen Burkeen: and special nephew, Tim Puckett and family, of
Cunningham.
A private family graveside service is scheduled with burial in the
Murray City Cemetery. John Dale will officiate. Online condolences
may be left at www.imesmillencom. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements.
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Raymond L Slater
Raymond L. Slater. 85, of Puryear. Tenn., formerly of Murray.
Ky., died Friday. Nov. 18. 2011, at Arbor Place of Puryear.
He was born Nov. 15. 1926, in Kansas City, Kan. He was a retired
manager for Armour Star Meat Company and a member of First
Christian Church in Murray.
He was preceded in death by his wife. Roxartna Slater and his parents, Louis Franklin and Ida Cathryn Masterson Slater.
He is survived by three sons, Michael Slater. of Phoenix. An..
David Slater, of Deer Park, Wash., and Donald Slater, of San
Francisco. Calif.; one daughter. Doris Slater. of Phoenix. Ariz.; his
aunt. Mildred Hill, of Kansas City, Kan.; five grandchildren, eight
great-grandchildren, seven cousins and friends Joe and Helen Ocull.
of Murray.
Cremation with burial in Stony Point Cemetery in Kansas City.
Kan.. will be held at a later date.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Michael Slater. 3252 W. Port Au Prince Lane. Phoenix. AZ 85053.
Arrangements are being handled by Ridgeway Funeral Home in
Paris, Tenn.
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Kentucky

News in Brief
Barge worker dies after fall into Ohio River
CANNELTON, Ind.(AP) — Authorities say a crew member on
a barge died after it hit the wall of an Ohio River lock and he fell
into the water.
Indiana conservation officers say 43-year-old James Gamblin of
Paducah, Ky., was working Monday night on the Ganis R. Brewer
Barge when the vessel struck a wall at the Cannelton Locks and
Dam near Cannelton, Ind. The impact caused the vessel's barges to
separate and Gamblin fell into the river about midway between
Evansville and Louisville, Ky.
Gamblin was wearing a life jacket and his body was found in a
debris pile near the locks. An autopsy is planned to determine
whether he died of injuries from the fall or drowned.

Louisville to light up on Nov. 25
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Louisville will light up for the holidays on Friday.
The city will hold its annual downtown parade and welcome
Santa Claus the day after Thanksgiving, according to a statement
from the mayor's office.
The event will feature thousands of twinkling lights, fireworks,
food, crafts and entertainment in the area surrounding Metro Hall.
A new feature will be the Light Up 5K, a free run/walk. The first
1,000 people to participate will receive a free T-shirt.
Mayor Greg Fischer encouraged people to come out and enjoy it.
He says "festivals and events bring people together and help define
a city."

Laurel Schools chief pleads not guilty to DUI
LONDON, Ky.(AP) — The superintendent of Laurel County
Schools has pleaded not guilty to charges of drunken driving,
resisting arrest and having pills in an improper container.
Police arrested David Young on Saturday after he wrecked his
truck on US 25.
According to the police report obtained by WYMT-TV, when
officers tried to pull him out of the wrecked vehicle, he resisted by
holding on to the steering wheel. His blood alcohol level was
three times the legal limit.
In Laurel County District Court on Monday. Young waived formal arraignment.
Neither Young nor his attorney would comment to the station
after the arraignment.
The board of education has scheduled a special meeting for
Tuesday to discuss personnel issues.
Young has a pretrial conference on December 20.

KSP searching for inmates who walked out door

ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky State Police are
searching for two Hardin County Detention Center inmates who
escaped by walking out the front door.
Jailer Danny Allen told The News-Enterprise that 43-year-old
Lonnie Ray Coy and 19-year-old Joshua Nunn were minimum
security inmates.
On Saturday night, the pair walked through the front door and
dug a hole through pea gravel under the fence. They were reported
missing on Sunday morning.
Allen said the jail may install a buzzer on the door that sounds
when someone exits the building.
Escape from a detention facility is a felony punishable by one to
five years in prison.
Coy was serving time for parole violations and flagrant non-sup-ncIlligThlekes in Other counties. Nunn was serving
• piOrt wiTh [Se
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Police arrest suspect in double shooting

Volunteers help at new
temporary animal shelter
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Several volunteers have turned
out to help McCracken County
set up a new temporary animal
shelter.
The move on Monday came
after an investigation found that
animals taken to the McCracken
County Humane Society were
being euthanized without sedation. Previously, the county had
an agreement in which all animals picked up by animal control officers were sent to the
Humane Society shelter.
The new shelter was set up at
the county road department on
Monday with help from county
workers and several volunteers.
according to The Paducah Sun.

It had a handful or outdoor kennels for dogs. but more were
expected to be added through
next

week. The

makeshift

administrative trailer also had
several indoor cages for cats.
Jeff Brown, who is director of
people showed up to help
Monday and several others came
the week and weekend.
-It's been a tremendous help,"
Brown said. -The amount of
people we've had has been unbelievable.-
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BEREA, Ky.(AP) — Police in Jefferson County have arrested a
man in a double shooting Monday in Berea.
Berea Police Capt. Ken Clark said 27-year-old Matt Denholm
was arrested after a brief standoff in eastern Louisville several
hours after the shooting.
Clark said 25-year-old Zachary Dustin Flower died in the shooting. The second victim, also male, was taken to University of
Kentucky Medical Center. Clark said he didn't the extent of the
injuries.
Denholm was charged with murder, first-degree assault and firstdegree burglary.
Clark said officers were dispatched at 7:12 a.m. Monday to an
apartment near Berea College. He said police believe an altercation
late Sunday at the residence is connected to the shooting.
Berea College spokesman Tim Jordan said the school was locked
down as a precautionary measure.

animal control, says numerous
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Walter Lewis "Dub" Polly, 86, of Murray, Ky., died Monday. Nov.
21, 2011, at his home.
He was former owner and operator of Buck's Body Shop of
Murray; a member of the First Baptist Church of Murray; a Murray
High School graduate of 1944; a Navy veteran of W.W.II; the past
president of the Murray Bass Club; and a 2008 inductee of the
Murray High School Football Hall of Fame.
He was born in Decatur, Ala., on March 27,
1925, to the late Aubrey Polly and Mildred Price
Polly Foote; in addition to his parents he was preceded in death by his wife of 65 years, Margaret
Buckingham Polly; one sister, Joyce Polly; and
one brother, Leroy Polly.
He is survived by his wife, L,ochie Hart Polly, of
Murray; one daughter, Sheila Grogan, and husband.
Jerry, of Louisville; one sister, Nell Vance and husPolly
band. Joe, of Whitewright, Texas; one brother, Bill
Polly and wife, Karen, of Hazel Park, Mich.; three
grandchildren, Eric Grogan and wife, Maria, of
Louisville, Heather Bates and husband, Trent, of
Louisville and Adam Grogan and wife, Kelle, of
Henderson; ten great-grandchildren, Joshua Grogan,
Sophie Grogan, Wes Grogan, Jeremiah Grogan, Owen Grogan, Piper
Bates, Theo Bates, Polly Bates, all of Louisville and Meryl Grogan
and Maggie Grogan, both of Henderson.
Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 26,. 2011,
in the chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and
Seth Grogan will officiate with burial to follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be held Friday, Nov. 25, 2011, from 4-8
p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
the Murray High School Foundation, P.O. Box 1417. Murray, KY
42071 or Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by The J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
This is a paid obituary.
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By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
Continued expense reduction
and budgeting were the main
topics of discussion at the
November meeting of the
County
Murray-Calloway
Transit Authority Board.
On a cash flow basis. Transit
Authority Director Bjarne
Hansen told the board the
authority is operating at a loss
of $26,715.59 for the period
July 1, 2011, through Nov. 22,
2011. That is compared with a
loss of $87,437.72 for the same
period in 2010. Hansen noted
that October financials came out
ahead, with a net income of
$4,302.75.
Finance Committee Chair
Darrel McFerron said the committee has analyzed the finances
according to the budgeted
amount laid out for the 20112012 fiscal year. Looking at the
first four months, the authority
is approximately $49,000 over
budget.
Fuel costs are the biggest factor affecting expenses, making
up for a little over half the overage. said McFerron. Fuel
expenses was one reason the
authority recently eliminated
one Blue Route on the deviated
route system. That move is
expected to save around $45,000
each year in salary and vehicle
costs. The board also raised ondemand rates to increase revenue.

To continue to lower expenses, McFerron said the committee has recommended outsourcing the MCTA bookkeeping.
The office is moving Torward
with that and will have quotes
for the board to consider at the
December meeting, Hansen
said.
Other initiatives may includc
installing a GPS system in thc
transit vehicles, which would be
monitored at the main office and
used to maximize route efficiency. The board may also consider
eliminating one or more positions. McFerron said before that
would happen. MCTA should
undertake a management analysis to see who is doing what and
how many personnel are needed
for operations.
In other business, the board:
• Reviewed a draft letter to the
Murray City Council and the
Calloway County Fiscal Court
to request approval to change
the MCTA bylaws. The change
would eliminate the current
Secretary/Treasurer position.
and create a Secretary position
that is a voting member of the
board and not required to be
bonded. Pending approval, the
MCTA board could move forward with new officer elections
in January.
• Moved the December meeting front Dec. 27 at 9 a.m. to
Dec. 20 at 9:15 a.m, due to
Christmas holiday conflicts.
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Tobacco sector hopeful Obama issues
of higher market prices five pardons,
By BRUCE SCHREINER
ers and tobacco companies. Those
one prison
Associated Press
agreements allow buyers to reject
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
leaf that doesn't meet quality specicommutation
Having endured a drought-plagued fications.
—

season last fall, burley tobacco
farmers in Kentucky hope to be
rewarded for their resilience in sticking with the embattled crop — a
lynchpin of the region's farm economy until smoking bans, health
concerns and social stigma took a
toll.
Tobacco experts are upbeat about
prospects for a spike in burley
prices in the marketing season getting under way, thanks in part to
favorable curing conditions that
should make the leaf more appealing to cigarette producers.
Ideally, the post-harvest curing
process changes long green burley
tobacco leaves to a dark reddish
brown tint desired by buyers.
After a rainy spring that pushed
.back the planting season, followed
by a summer dry spell, weather conditions have generally cooperated
with farmers during the crucial latesummer and fall curing season.
"This is a crop deserving of a
profit," said Bob Pearce, a
University of Kentucky extension
tobacco specialist.
A crop-reporting service said
recently that the condition of
Kentucky burley being readied for
market was 64 percent good,22 percent fair, 10 percent excellent and 4
percent poor or very poor.
Kentucky leads the nation in burley production. and Pearce ranks
this year's crop as the highest quality in the past three or four years.
He said fanners are benefiting from
a curing season that's been "about
as good as we can expect.It's a big turnaround from last
autumn, when a prolonged drought
— combined with hot temperatures
— caused much of the burley crop
to dry too fast in barns. That left
much of the leaf with an undesired
light tan color.
As a result, market prices generally fell and a portion of the crop
grown under contract was rejected
outright by the companies.
Burley is mostly grown under
production contracts between farm-

ant non-supserving
ion of a

Will Snell, a UK agricultural
economist, predicts U.S. burley
prices for this year's crop will
bounce back to the $1.70 per-pound
range. Prices for the 2010 crop averaged about $1.50 per pound, he
said, though some drought-stressed
leaf fetched less than $I a pound.
• Besides the more desirable leaf
color, farmers are benefiting from
an improvement in market conditions that in the past contributed to
lower demand for their burley, Snell
said
The decline in U.S. cigarette sales
slowed in 2011, which could boost
domestic demand for American burley, Snell said. U.S. burley exports
also stabilized this year as a result
of a weak U.S. dollar and limited
inventories of quality leaf, he said.
Burley production in Kentucky is
forecast at 128 million pounds,
down 9 percent from last year,
according to the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. Per-acre yield is projected at 2,000 pounds, up slightly
from a year ago.
Kentucky farmers raised tobacco
on an estimated 64,000 acres, down
8,000 acres from 2010, it said.
Nationally, burley production this
year is expected to be 173 million
pounds.
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., the
nnl-er of such brands as Camel and
Pall Mall, won't specify how much
burley it needs but is upbeat about
this year's crop.
Philip Morris International, the
maker of Marlboro and other cigarette brands for the overseas market,
said it plans to open its receiving
stations to accept contacted burley
on Nov. 29.
The condition of Kentucky's burley depends partly on when it was
planted. Earlier-planted burley put
on more weight that will pay dividends at market. Steady spring rains
delayed planting for some, and
much of the later-planted leaf didn't
put on as many pounds.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Barack Obama on
Monday pardoned five people
convicted of charges ranging
from intent to distribute marijuana to running an illegal gambling business.
And he issued his first commutation, ordering the release
of a woman next month after
serving 10 years on a 22-year
sentence for cocaine distribution.
The actions mark Obatna's
third set of pardons. He pardoned eight people earlier this
year, and issued nine pardons in
December 2010.
None of those pardoned was
well-known, as was the case
with the president's previous
orders. The cases date back to
1984, when Martin Kaprelian
of Park Ridge, Ill., was sentenced to nine years in prison
for conspiracy to transport
stolen property in interstate
commerce, and other related
charges.
Obama commuted the 2001
prison sentence of Eugenia
Marie Jennings of Alton, Ill.
Jennings was convicted in 2001
for distributing cocaine, and
sentenced to 22 years in prison.
The president ordered her to be
released next month, but kept
intact her eight years of supervised release.
Others who received pardons:
— Lesley Claywood Berry Jr.
of Loretto. Ky., sentenced .in
1988 to three years in prison for
conspiracy to manufacture and
distribute marijuana.
— Dennis George Bulin of
Wesley Chapel. Fla., sentenced
in 1987 to five years of probation and a $20,000 fine for conspiracy to possess with intent to
distribute in excess of 1,000
pounds of marijuana.
— Ricky Dale Collett of
Annville, Ky., sentenced in
2002 to one year of probation
for aiding and abetting in the
manufacture of 61 marijuana
plants.
— Thomas Paul Ledford of
Jonesborough, Tenn., sentenced in 1995 to one year of
probation for conducting and
directing an illegal gambling
business.

'

AP photo,/ The Messenger-Inquirer, Gary Emord-Netzley

FORD GRAND MARSHALL: Parade Grand Marshall, former Kentucky governor and U.S.
Sen. Wendell H. Ford, rides with his family along E. Second Street during the 75th Owensboro
Christmas parade Saturday, Nov. 19, 2011 in Owensboro.

George W. Bush to raise
cancer awareness in Africa
By JAMIE STENGLE
Associated Press
DALLAS (AP) — Former
President George W. Bush will travel to Africa next month to raise
awareness about cervical and breast
cancer, an effort he calls a "natural
extension- of a program launched
during his presidency that helps
fight AIDS on the continent.
Bush,former first lady Laura Bush
and officials with the George W.
Bush Institute are heading to
Tanzania,Zambia and Ethiopia from
Dec. I through Dec. 5. where
they'll visit clinics and meet with
governmental and health care leaders.
"We believe it's in our nation's
interest to deal with disease and set
priorities and save lives," Bush told
The Associated Press.
In 2003, Bush launched the U.S.
President's Emergency Plan for
AIDS Relief, or PEPFAR, to
expand AIDS prevention, treatment
and support programs in countries
hit hard by the epidemic.

The new program, called the Pink
Ribbon Red Ribbon initiative,
seeks to expand the availability of
cervical cancer screening and treatment and breast care education in
sub-Saharan Africa and Latin
America.
Bush said existing AIDS clinics
will be used to screen and treat cervical cancer, which is four to five
times more common among those
living with HIV than those who
don't have the virus. Last year, 3.2
million people received antiretroviral treatments as a result of PEPFAR.
The initiative is a partnership that
includes the Bush Institute, PEPFAR,Susan G. Komen for the Cure
and the United Nations' program on
HIV and AIDS. Its goals include
reducing cervical cancer deaths by 25
percent in five years among women
screened and treated through the initiative.
'We want to show what works and
hopefully others across the continent of Africa will join us." Bush

said.
Dr. Eric G. Bing, director of global health at the Bush Institute, said
it's often more difficult for African
women to reveal they have cancer of
the reproductive organs than to
reveal they have HIV. There are
more support groups and treatment
available tor HIV than cancer, he
said.
"There's silence around cancer for
many of these communities and in
many of these nations. And that's
one of the things that we hope to
change," Bing said.
Bush moved to Dallas after leaving office in 2009. The George W
Bush Presidential Center, which is
set to be completed in 2013 on the
campus of Southern Methodist
University, will include his presidential library and the already-operating policy institute. Besides global health, the institute focuses on
education reform, human freedom
and economic growth.
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In the past thirteen years, more than $1.74 billion in scholarships and grants paid for by Kentucky Lottery proceeds have been awarded.
More than 1,303,771 grants and scholarships have been awarded through the popular KEES
scholarship program and the need-based CAP and KTG programs.
Since the start of the KLC-funded scholarship and grant programs, college attendance in the
Commonwealth has jumped more than 40%. Data also indicates more of Kentucky's best
and brightest students are staying in Kentucky to attend college.
And that way, we all win.
In FY 2011 Kentucky Lottery sales were $772.3
the Cornmcrwealtn
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Kentucky Lottery Corporation

Statement of Revenues,Expenses and Changes in Net Assets
For the year ended June 30,2011 (dollars in thousands)
*Sales
Prizes
Commissions to Retailers
Ticket costs
Total direct costs
Gross profit
Operating expenses
Operating income
Nonoperating income (expense):
**Payments to the Commonwealth of Kentucky
***Other expense
Total nonoperating expense
Decrease in net assets
Net assets, beginning of year
Net assets at end of year

5

719,362
422,410
47,293
7,674
477,377
241r9.
30,037
211,948

(212,252)
(3.O53
(215,305)
(3,357)
35 808
32,451
$

'Total sales less instant tkkets provided as prizes $272.3 mitson - 553 millionl
'Payments to the Commonwealth of Kentucky include both payments made and payments accrued
for transfer to the Commonwealth's general fund as cif June 30, 2011
••• The Corporation has adopted GASB Statement 31, rdsich requires investments to be presented at fair
value, resulting in a decrease in income approximately $3.4 million, when compared to historical cost method
The above Mar** *formation was denved from thew/m/1 aneeed foinciai statements. The fironcial abilt for Hie year
ended lone 30, 1011 was performed by Uwe *no* UP A copy of dm complete anneal report cm be obtained at
blotterycom or*vaitiner Kentdtky Limy C1Jps010•01601., 1011 VL Llein Street 101094! KY 40202 or Iff(Ann
(502)660 1677. The Kentucky tottery has inovided the abase information in amrdnike with lUtS 154.13016).

kylottery.com

Everyone knows who vou
are at Daymar. rm not just a
nameless face in the crowd,
and that is motivating.

DAYMAR
COLLEGE
We Change tives...One Person At A Time
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COMMUNITY
FUN & FASHION
Ely D.K

e

To quote Katy McColl from Good
Housekeeping magazine. 'The holiday
season san be as stressful as it is joyful.
Using prayer reminds us of the season's
true purpose — to renew each other with
love understanding and substance."
A prayer for Thanksgiving — "For
each new morning with its light For rest
and shelter of the night, For health and
food. For love and friends. For everything. Thy goodness sends — Ralph
Waldo Emerson.
Let's be thankful for our country, our
troops, and their families. The leaders of
our rounds and the start of the holiday
season with the pint it was intended.
Being thankful for a hot shower, a
warm bed and rsof over our heads is a
start to being thanIful and counting our
blessings.
I read an article somewhere that said to
write down 3 things each day that you are
thankful for, will ease stress and make
you happier by the New Year's Eve. Be
thankful for gas in your car, food on your
table whatever, even the smallest things
will make a huge difference in your happiness and stress level. By jotting down
positive aspects like sitting by the fire,
helping a friend, or reading a good book
— life will be more pleasurable.
Taking time for reflection now will
boost happiness later.
Congratulations to Peg Butler who won
this week's giveaway
Shop Murray first and keep the dollars
in our community.
The networks are screaming Black
Fnday Specials and you will find plenty
here in Murray too'
20-50% Friday and Saturday with lots
of gift ideas and many under $20.
Stay tuned to next week's fun and fashion report...
Happy
Have a
blessed and
Thanksgiving!
t
•
:,,,,%
.4), VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2011

The Something For Even'one Store'
306 South 12th • lawny, KY • 7E47441
WWW.dkkelley.com

IF YOU HAVE AN
EVENT TO
ANNOUNCE CALL
753-1916
G /.

Civil War
program
being
offered
Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND, Ky. Land
Between the Lakes (LBL
National Recreation Area will
be adding a new Civil Warthemed program in honor of the
sesquicentennial, or 150th
anniversary, of the start of the
American Civil War.
The new program,"Civil War
Comes to The Homeplace" will
be held at The Homeplace,a living history farm on the
Tennessee portion of LBL,
Saturday, Dec. 3, from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
The public is invited to come
visit The Homeplace as the farm
goes forward in time to 1861.
People on family farms, especially women and children,
faced many challenges to keep
the family fed and clothed and
the farm operating without the
help of their men folk.
Participants will learn about
1861 from the Yeoman farm
family's point of view: the
secession from the United
States, building of Forts Henry
and Donelson in their backyard
and Federal Gunboats patrolling
the rivers. Then, visit a
Confederate encampment and
learn how civilian soldiers
coped with their new role.
"We are very excited to be
offering more Civil War themed
programs at LBL," said Cindy
Earls, special events coordinator. "To have programs at The
Homeplace featuring the civilian civil war experience truly
allows visitors a chance to see
history come to life."
Visit The Homeplace for a
glimpse of daily life in antebel-

•See Page 7A

DATEBOOK
The public is invited to participate in an
toy run Saturday, Nov. 26, beginning at
noon. Sponsored by Red Hand MC,the run
starts at Wal-Mart parking lot in Murray
and ends at the Youth Center parking lot, off
4th St., Murray. Entry fee is $10 or a new,
unopened toy. Toys can be donated the day of
the ride and will go to the Purchase District
Foster Parent Association. Check donations
Datebook can be made payable to Purchase District
Jessica Morris, DPA and mailed to Shawn Kinsey, do Red
Community
Hand MC Toy Run, 2490 Cornwall Dr.,
editor
Murray, KY 42071. For information, visit
www.redhandmc.com or e-mail toyrun@redhandmc.com

4-H project deadline set for Monday
Youth participating in the Country Ham Project must have contracts and money turned in by Monday. Nov. 28, to the UK
Cooperative Extension Office. The cost is $55. Youth commit to
attending 75% of the meetings and give a speech at the Kentucky
State Fair. held in Louisville, in August. Youth and parents must
both sign the contract.

Support asked for MHS game Friday
To show support for the players and coaches, all Murray High
School lettermen and women are encouraged to wear their letterjackets to the Friday, Nov. 25, game against Glasgow. If jackets no
longer fit, participants are encouraged to drape them around their

Collins and Copass
Mr. and Mrs. David Collins, of Mayfield, announce the
engagement and upcoming marriage of their daughter, Susan
Nicole Collins to Christopher Carter Copass, son of Dr. and
Mrs. C. Wyman Copass, of Bowling Green.
Miss Collins is the granddaughter of Mr. Hiram Riley and
the late Marie Riley, of Mayfield and Ms. Clydean Collins and
the late Bill Collins, of Mayfield.
Mr. Copass is the grandson of the late Carmen and Annie
Carter, of Tompkinsville and the late CIL and Oatie Copass,
of Gamaliel.
The bride-elect is a 2004 graduate of Graves County High
School; a graduate of Murray State University; and a 2011
graduate of Sullivan University College of Pharmacy. She is
employed by CVS Pharmacy.
•
The groom-elect is a 2001 graduate of Davis
. County High
School; a 2006 graduate of Transylvania University; and a
2011 graduate of Sullivan University College of Pharmacy. He
is employed by Radio Pharmacy. of Paducah.
The wedding will take place Saturday. Dec. 10, 2011, at
4:30 p.m. at Kirksey United Methodist Church in Kirksey. All
friends and relatives are invited to attend as only out-of-town
invitations are being sent.

Aluminum cans needed by WATCH
WATCH Center at 702 Main
St., Murray. needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fundraising project.

& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

THANKSGIVING WEEK SALE
75% OFF
Fall Decor & Flags
50% OFF Bulbs
Tulip, Daffodil, Crocus

20% OFF

Boxwood 1Vreaths
Fresh Evergreen NN maths

4e,feacif Cee,elifie Napire,7Lime-es

Peggy Williams, director,
said, "These may be taken to
the center during re4ular hours;
at..persons may dfive through
the driveway on the west side
of the center and place them
in the cotton wagon anytime;
or may be donated at a Make
A Difference Day at Murray
State University Stewart stadium parking lot."

Theatre:
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU NOY 27
Showttmes Before 6 p m.
on Wed. 11/23 thru Sun 11/27
moviesinmurray.corn

The Muppets
PG - 1:25 - 3:50- 7:20 - 9:35
Jack & Jill
k PG - 1:15 - 3:15 - 7:15 - 9:20
Tower Heist
PG13 - 9:10
Happy Feet 2 - 3D
$1 premoum
per Itael
PG - 3:10
Happy Feet 2 - 2D
PG- 12:50 - 6:55

SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON WED. 11/23 -SUN. 11 ,27
Arthur Christmas 3D
si premmr
PG - 3:25
Arthur Christmas 2D
PG. 1:10 - 6:50 - 9:00
Twilight: Breaking Dawn
PG13 - 1:05 - 3:45 - 7:00 - 9:45
J. Edgar
R - 12:55 - 3:40 - 7:10 - 9:40
Immortals 2D
R - 1:35 - 4:00 - 7:25 - 9:40 ..
Program M'ormation 0.1 ' ;3-3314 :

Garden & Home Decor
Artificial Trees & Wreaths
Christmas Deco-Mesh & Ribbon
Floral Picks & Berries

Open
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Sunday 1-5

e-mail: conistunitynews@murrayledger.com

Toy run set for Saturday
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Open House planned at local business
To celebrate The Book Rack's 35 year of operation, an open
house is being held in honor of Gayle Edwards, The Book Rack's
owner, Saturday. Nov. 26,from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. The Book Rack
is located at 519 S. 12th St.. Murray.

DJC concert to be held
The public is invited to attend the David Johnson Chorus's annual "Come Celebrate Christmas" concerts, to be held Saturday. Nov.
26, at 7 p.m. at Dresden Elementary School, Dresden, Tenn. A
reception will follow the concert. Adult tickets are $10, with children and students admitted free of charge. No advance tickets will
be .sold. For more information, visit their website, www.davidjohnsonchorus.com,or call Gail Dyer,general manager of DJC,at(731)
514-0167.

WOW lodges to host Christmas meeting
Woodmen of the World Lodges 728 and 592 will meet for their
Christmas meeting Tuesday. Dec. 6, at 5:30 p.m. at the Harmon
Hall. Hostesses will be the members of Lodge. 728. All members
and one guest are invited to attend and must call Nancy Buchanan
at 767-0077 before Wednesday, Nciv.:30, to make reservations.

Kni

............ public library.......„..

iteet at

ThaSnit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For more information, call Dot at 7534803.

Reformers'Unanimous to meet at church
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 753-1834.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

Narcotics group will meet at church
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday. Thursday and
Saturday from 8-9 p.m. and each Wednesday at 11 a.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Murray. All meetings are open. For more information, call Amanda at (270)227-6645 or Chad at (270)873-7375.

Overeaters'Anonymous to meet
Overeaters' Anonymous,a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information, call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim at (270)623-8850.

CASA dinner Saturday,Dec.3
Friends of Court Appointed Special Advocates(CASA)are hosting a dinner, live entertainment and auction at the Murray Country
Club, 2200 College Farm Rd., Saturday, Dec. 3, with music by the
Grumpy Old Men. Seating is limited Tickets are $50 per person and
all proceeds Benefit CASA of Calloway and Marshall Counties,
Inc., a non-profit 501 (c) 3 organization that advo.cates for abused
and neglected children in the Family Court system. RSVP: 270906-6934 or 270-761-0164. This event is sponsored by Perkins
Motor Plex.

treat
yourself
to

ppwjsi
Black Friday Speciak,

Vintatge Rose
Cmiorikm
303 N 12th St1 eet
7G0...2 110
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Vera Bradley Exclusive Holiday Tote
FREE with any $100 Vera Bradley Purchase
Available November 25th

PANDORA Limited Edit,
Midnight Heart charn-t
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Kelso and Boykin

Dr. and Mrs. Ellwood Brown Jr. in 1961

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dan Kelso, of Murray, announce the
engagement and upcoming marriage of their daughter, Kara
Lee Kelso, to Bradley Michael Boykin. son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Boykin, of Sacramento.
Miss Kelso is the granddaughter of Evelyn Burkeen and
Rosalee Kelso, both of Murray.
Mr. Boykin is the grandson of Durwood and Mary Rafferty, of Owensboro.
The bride-elect is a 2008 graduate of Murray State University and is employed by the Calloway County Board of Education.
The groom-elect is a 2009 graduate of Murray State University and is employed by Briggs and Stratton.
The wedding will take place Saturday, Dec. 17. 2011, at
2:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Murray. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

Dr. and Mrs. Ellwood Brown Jr., of
Murray, will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary with a family gathering at Lake
Lure. N.C.
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Help save lives this holiday
season by donating blood
Special to the Ledger
Think outside the box this holiday season: the perfect gift is at
your nearest American Red
Cross blood drive or blood
donation center. And, unlike the
latest fashion trend, video game
or golf club, it costs nothing but
an hour of your time.
According to a Red Cross
spokesperson, when yOu donate
blood, you give the perfect
gift— another hug, another
laugh, another smile, another
chance — to someone in need of
blood.
"It's the season of giving and
there's one gift that won't cost
you a penny, but means the
world to a patient in need," said
Tim Ryerson, CEO, Tennessee
Valley Blood Services Region.
"By donating blood, you can
give someone an opportunity to
spend another holiday with their
loved ones."
It only takes about an hour to
donate blood. In that hour, you
can unwrap a lifetime of memories for hospital patients in your
community and across the country, according to a Red Cross
spokesperson. The need for
blood is constant and doesn't
pause for the holidays. By taking time to donate this winter,
you can help the Red Cross
ensure a stable blood supply for
all patients who need blood
products.
All blood types are needed to
help maintain a sufficient blood
supply, especially type 0 nega-

SA) are hostirray Country
music by the
er person and
all Counties,
f...s for abused
RSVP: 270by Perkins

tive blood, or the universal
blood type. It is always in high
demand because it can be transfused to patients with any blood
type. especially in emergency
situations.
• Locally, participants may give
blood on Friday. Dec. 2,from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Campus Core,
1421 N. 16th St.. Murray, and
Wednesday. Dec. 14, from 1-6
p.m. at Murray Elementary
School, 1 1 1 Broach St.. Murray.
All presenting blood donors will
receive a holiday inspired long-

II See Page 8A

Dr. Brown and the former Sharon Ann
Story, were married Nov. 3, 1961, in
Metropolis. III.
Mrs. Brown is the daughter of the late
Reva and Harvey Story.

From Page 6A
lurn middle Tennessee. Enjoy a
self-guided tour of a working
second generation family farmstead and learn just how important rivers were to families in
this area during the 1850s.
Program available with paid
admission: $4 for adults. $2 for
ages 5-12, and free for ages 4
and under.
Come Outside and Play at

y Tote
urchase
the,
11

Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area, managed by the Forest Service. U.S.
Department of Agriculture, in
partnership with "Friends of
LBL," to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. Visitors are
encouraged to review LBL's
official website at www.lbl.org
each season, and throughout the
season, for a Calendar of

eight grandchildren, Andrew Brown, of
Paducah,Zachary Daugherty, of Greenville,
N.C., Abby Whitt and husband, Skyler, of
Murray. Chandler Brown, of Charleston,
S.C.. Travis Brown and wife. Laura, of
Murray. Tyler Brown, of Bowling Green
and Anisa and Elisa Guedira, of Raleigh,
N.C.
The couple is a member of Westside
Baptist Church and resides in Murray.

Events, updates on programs tweenthelakes.blogspot.com/.
and policies, safety information, Additional LBL and "Friends of
maps, and temporary trail and LBL" information is available
road closures. Follow LBL on on the website or by calling
Twitter @LBLScreechOwl and 1(800) LBL-7077 or (270) 924on our blog at http://landbe- 2000.

Retirement Solutions with a Personal Much
Let me assist you in all of your IRA.
Pension,401(k) and Retirement needs.
Diana Thomason
Financial Consultant
270-761-4121
300 Maple St. 'Murray
diana.thomason4vuercarolina.net
Call today for your his consuttetton!

Nashville trip to be taken
Journey with Jackie and
CFSB Bank to Nashville, Tenn,.
for Music City Christmas, fine
dining and the Fontanel Mansion. Participants will depart
from CFSB Main Street Banking Center on Friday. Dec. 2.
at 4:30 p.m. Tickets are now

•

on sale for $99 per person and
limited seating is available.
Call Jackie at (270) 527-4622.

Secunne, offered through Intervioolou Founrisl Sendreb. Member FINRA,SIPC.
3 300 Batletrround AN C Su de 400• Greensboro, NC 27410* 800-326-3705

•
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Home De,-,or • t3easonal Items & Gifts Galore
Jewelry • by & Bri4a1 Registry
400 Main St.• Murray •767-0007
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OFF
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Dr. Brown is the son of the late Gladys and
Ellwood Brown Sr. He is the former owner
of the Westside Veterinary Clinic and was
employed by the USDA before his retirement.
They have three children. Dr. Terry Brown
and wife, Kathy, of Charleston, S.C., Tim
Brown and wife. Mylinda. of Bowling
Green and Dr. Gina Brown-Guedira and
husband. Simo, of Raleigh, N.C. They have

sCivil War ...

Niter Thanksgivitp

"

Dr. and Mrs. Ellwood Brown Jr. in 2011

lie Place i
Fri., Nov. 25th & Sat., Nov. 26th

305-C S. 12" St.• urray • 753-5678

"The Gospel According to Scrooge
promises to be the area's Christmas event of the season.
This Broadway style musical stage production based on
Dickens' A Christmas Carol," features a cast and crew
of 60, special lighting, sound effects, music, and dance.
Come share in the Christmas spirit and the hope of God's
love and power to transform, renew, and revive the
human heart.
Hope Harbor Church
Highway 94 East
Murray, Kentucky 42071
800-646-6695
www.hopeharborchurch.com
Free Admission
Child Care Not Provided
Pre-show at 6:00 p.m.
Complimentary Holiday Refreshments
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Grammy noms special to honor Ashford,Leiber
from the Ashford & Simpson
By NEKESA MUMBI MOODY
AP Music Writer
catalog for what promises to be
NEW YORK (AP)
l'hree
a poignant moment in the usualmonths after losing musical and
ly upbeat Grammy nominations
life partner Nick Ashford,
prime-time special. It will be
Valerie Simpson acknowledges
of a joint tribute to Ashford
part
that she still has a hard time perJerry Leiber, and will also
and
forming any of the classic songs
feature Mike Stoller, who was
they created together.
"I get a big lump in my throat Leiber's longtime writing partwhen I try to sing one of our ner.
Leiber and Stoller wrote classongs right now," she said.
She'll get a little help next sics such as "Hound Dog,"
week as Usher is set to sing "Jailhouse Rock,""Yakety Yak"

and other hit songs that came to
define early rock 'n' roll.
Ashford and Simpson helped
define the Motown sound with
hits like "Ain't No Mountain
High Enough," "Reach Out and
Touch Somebody's Hand" and
"You're All I Need to Get By,"
as well as soul hits for themselves and others.
"I knew both Jerry Leiber and
Nick very well," said Ken
Ehrlich, producer of the nomi-

nations special and the Grammy
broadcast, on Monday. "It was
pretty rough for me in August
when they both passed away. ...
We lost two of the greatest songwriters of the formative rock
and R&B era."
The tribute will be a change in
tone for the fourth annual special, to air live from the Nokia
Theatre in Los Angeles on CBS
on Nov. 30. The one-hour special in past years usually

FRIDAY
NOVEMBER
25TH
9:00-6:00

focused on select nominations the year, closer to the time of
and performances from those their passing," he said.
The segment will feature both
likely to get those bids. Rihanna,
Katy Perry, the Band Perry, Simpson and Stoller on separate
Sugarland and Lady Gaga are pianos, as Usher sings. Simpson
among those scheduled to par- says she might join in when
Usher sings one of their songs,
ticipate.
But Ehrlich didn't want to which she expects to be "You're
wait until the Feb. 12 Grammy All I Need to Get By," but she's
broadcast to honor the lost leg- happy not to be doing most of
the singing.
ends.
"It certainly would make it a
"It felt to me like it might be
easier," she said of Usher
lot
appropriate to do it at the end of
performing. "I will be very
happy to lean on him."
She called the death of her
husband, with whom she had
two daughters, "the most difficult thing I've had to do in my
life."
Simpson said his illness came
quickly. "Nobody ever really
thought of him being sick, and
he really wasn't until the very
end," she said.
The pair were married for 36
years. She said she still goes to
their New York City restaurant
and club, the Sugar Bar, where
they nurtured upcoming talent
over the years, and doesn't rule
out writing music on her own.

SATURDAY
NOVEMBER
26TH
9:00-5:00

Gilliam Thompson Funiiitur is 011ivin,g Thecc Cuper Cpecithls
During Our Holiday Sale With Every Purchase
Over S199.00 Gilliam Thompson
Will Be Gix ing You A ree Christmas Present!

1(.1111%11
1111)%ipsoN
t';i/r r.ard It ill
I'I('QSL I venom
flu

Jewelry
Armoire
Or Vanity
And
Stool
Recline-a-mate
The Must Have
For Your Recliner'

99

YOUR CHOICE
Available In Cherry Or
Espresso Finish

Farmer Outreach
forum slated for
Dec.5 in Benton
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky State Police's Commercial Vehicle Enforcement
Division is partnering with the
University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service to
provide a 'Farmer Outreach'
forum that will forge enhanced
relationships between law
enforcement and the agricultural community.
The meeting is scheduled for
Dec. 5, at 7 p.m. (CT) at the
Marshall County Extension
Office located at 1933 Mayfield Highway Benton, Ky.
Topics of discussion will
include safety regulations,
licensing requirements and
driver qualifications and new
legislation in effect for Kentucky Farm operations.
For more information about
the ,program contact Officer
Chris Green at (270) 388-2979
or (270) 356-6034 or Lincoln
Martin at (270) 527-3285.

Bring This Coupon For

Schedule given for
Murray AA group

50% OFF
CHRISTMAS
DECORATIONS
Includes Christmas Trees,
Ornaments, Wreaths, Morals
And Christmas Accents

'it 17.(;t. IILLP
WITH Q1111.1 IT.
Rocker
Recliner

All Wood Living Room Tables S
Cocktail Table Or
On)'.
End Table

iammostatifialsisalimiaL
).011? CHI?IS11111S LIST
H'I?N111
I-1)R 1011? 11011111—

Electric Fireplaces Are Here!!
In New Styles And Finishes

Chaise
Rocker

Recliner
In
Leather/
Vinyl
Match

Chaise
Rocker
Recliner

STORE HOURS:
'MONDAY-FRIDAY:
9:00-6:00
'SATURDAY:
9:00-5:00
'SUNDAY: CLOSED

You Will Love Our Large Selection

of TV Cabinets And Consoles!!
We Have Many Sizes And Finishes To Fit Your Needs

Huge
Recliner
Made For
The Big
And Tall
Man

Sfrecial qediday
9istaacOe9
-12 Months
Interest Free
-No Money Down °We Accept:
3/10 Mile North of The Purchase Parkway On Hwy. 121N
Ma•,K .1-800-821-3244 or 270 247-6620

Alcoholics
Murray
Anonymous holds meetings at
615 South 12th St., in the
Southside Shopping Center
behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as
follows: Sunday, 8 p.m.,
closed, no smoking, 12x12
study; Monday. noon.open, no
smoking, 8 p.m. open. smoking; Tuesday. 8 p.m. closed, no
smoking; Wednesday. II a.m.
closed, no smoking, good old
timers meeting,6 p.m., closed,
ladies meeting, smoking, 8
p.m.,
open.
smoking;
Thursday,8 p.m. closed,smoking. big book meeting; Friday,
12 noon. open, no smoking, 8
p.m. open, smoking, newcomers meeting; Saturday, 10 a.m.,
open, no-smoking, breakfast of
champions meeting, 8 p.m.
open, no-smoking, speaker
meeting.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a
problem with alcohol and want
to give it up. Open meetings
are for anyone who wants to
attend an AA meeting.
For information, call Mitch
at 753-9320. Chuck at (270)
436-2552, Joe at 753-4161 or
Dixie at (270)978-7138.

From Page 7A
sleeve T-shirt.
To donate blood, call 1(800)
RED CROSS(1-800-733-2767)
or visit www.redcrossblood.org
for more information or to make
an appointment. All blood types
are needed to ensure the Red
Cross maintains an adequate
blood supply. A blood donor
card or driver's license or two
other forms of identification are
required at check-in. Donors
must be in general good health.
weigh at least 110 pounds and
be at least 17 years old (16 with
completed Parental Consent
Form). New height and weight
restrictions apply to donors 18
and younger.
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• 10 a.m. - "The Splendid
WKMS 91.3 FM, Murray Thble" Turkey Confidential
State University's public radio (live Show)
station, kicks off its holiday
Help is on the way. In this
programming
with
a two-hour
special,
"The
Thanksgiving feast of great pro- Splendid Table" host Lynne
gramming on Thursday.
Rossetto Kasper answers ques•9 a.m. - "Giving Thanks" tions about getting the family
"Giving Thanks" with host feast perfect with wit, expertise
John Birge provides the perfect and laughter.
atmosphere for Thanksgiving:
• Noon - "A Thanksgiving
the warmth of great music, and Celebration with Garrison
truly memorable words.
Keillor"
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The West Kentucky Community and Technical College Community Chorus is pictured performing its annual holiday concert in 2008. This year's concert will be Sunday. Dec. 4.

Special to the Ledger

WKCTC faculty and staff, com- to join the chorus for a sing-aThe Paducah School of Art at munity members and area stu- long of holiday carols to get in
West Kentucky Community and dents. James Patton will accom- the spirit of the season. The conTechnical College is pleased to pany the chorus for the program. cert is free and open to the pubannounce its first Student and To add to the holiday spirit, lic. The Clemens Fine Arts
Faculty Holiday Art Sale in the enjoy readings from Clement Center is located on the campus
Clemens Fine Arts Center Clarke Moore's "A Visit From of West Kentucky Community
Gallery. Hours are 10 a.m. to 6 St. Nicholas," under the direc- & Technical College at 4810
Alben Barkley Dr. in Paducah.
p.m. Saturday, Dec. 3, and 11 tion of Constance Frank.
The audience is encouraged
a.m. to 4 p.m., Sunday. Dec. 4.
The Holiday Art Sale will
include ceramics, drawing,
painting, photography, sculpture, fiber arts and jewelry by
current and former PSA students
and faculty, priced for holiday
gift giving or the avid collector.
More than 50 artists will be participating.
The Paducah School ot
Art/WKCTC offers an Associate
of Fine Arts degree as well as
studio art classes for students of
all levels and disciplines.
are
offered
on
Classes
WKCTC's campus and at 409
Broadway St., in downtown
Paducah.
Also on Sunday, Dec. 4, the
WKCTC College Community
Chorus Holiday Concert will
take place at 3 p.m. in the
Clemens Center- Theatre. The
annual Chorus Holiday Concert
Photo provided
features a blend of traditional
pictured
public
can
purchase
items
such
as
the
one
The
choral music and popular seaSchool
of Art
Saturday,
Dec.
3,
when
the
Paducah
above
on
sonal music: WKCTC music
professor Norman F. Wurgler at West Kentucky Community and Technical College holds its
directs the WKCTC Community first Student and Faculty Holiday Art Sale in the Clemens Fine
Chorus,
which
includes Arts Center Gallery.

PAPA to hold Christmas benefit art sale
Special to the Ledger

past two years, PAPA has conKy.
tributed approximately $3,500
PADUCAH,
Beginning at 10 a.m. Saturday, from the sales to the Paducah
Dec. 3, the Paducah Area Cooperative Ministry.
Painters Alliance Gallery is
According to a gallery
hosting its third annual spokesperson, in previOus
Christmas Benefit Art Sale.
years, miniatures have sold out
All pieces offered will be at within a few hours, so although
$10 each. These miniatures, this sale is bigger and it is anticsizes 5-by-7 inches and Under, ipated that over 500 pieces will
are signed and framed originals. be included, it would be wise
Some paintings are by artists for participants to plan to be
whose work sells for many there early.
thousands of dollars. For the
Clyde Lawter is coordinat-

•The Carson Center in downtown Paducah presents Jim
Christmas
-A
Brickman's
Celebration" at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday. For tickets, visit
www.thecarsoncenter.org or call
(270) 450-4444.
Pond
Golden
• The
Planetarium in Land Between
the Lakes presents programs
five days a week in November.
For more information, visit
www.lbl.org or call (270) 9242000.
• Adsmore House & Gardens
a
in Princeton presents
Victorian Christmas circa 1901
through Dec. 31. Call (270)
e-mail
Or
365-3114
adsmore@vci.net for additional
information.

well-lit space houses our shows
that change seasonally, keeping
the gallery fresh. Hours are 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Saturday and admission is
always free.

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 1 PM-5 PM
irk/e-p-e a
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(270) 761-3667
400 N. 4th St. • Murray, KY • Across from Imes-Miller Funeral Home
Come Join Us On Facebook!

WE'RE BLEEDING RED

FROM THE MARKDOWNS!
B. e on SRP $2 ,.89
0 r disco t-51,500

To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague at 753-1916 or
hteagued murrayledger com

10

LUT1

as.d.n S"'18,560
10u di co nt-1,320
Fa •r Re ate -$500
Total $16,740
*College grad -$1,000

*316085
#713316
,23 485
-'1,500
Our Discount
Murray's Black Friday Coupon -61,000
'20,985
2012 Camry for ONLY
-81,000
Tonne Grad

THANKS!
During this sea
of thanksgiving,the
lilliard 1,yons family extends its sincere
appreciation to our many clients, business
partners and friends in the community.

NEW 2012 Camry LE

Based on MSRP $35,174
Our discount -$3,181
Factory Rebate -$1000
Total'30,993

as.. on
5-Speed
All Power
Cylinder

RON ARANT
1st V. Provident
rinarici.11Consultn,t
17 yeIrty experien:c

tures the original art from local
and regional artists. The large,

Hours: Monday - Friday 10 am-6 pm • Saturday 9 am-4 pm

-'AO- HILLIARD LYONS

• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
"The Guard," starring Brenden
Gleeson and Don Cheadle,
Friday through Sunday. The
1984 Christmas comedy-horror
classic "Gremlins" will play Dec.
2 and 4. For details and show
times, visit www.maidenalleycinema.org.

the heart of historic downtown
at 124 Broadway St., PAPA fea-

CONSIGNMENT SHOP

lily
inthepark net

ing the event with the help of
100 PAPA members. Located in

THE CLOSET DOOR

Arts in the Region,
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry ents Rogers & Hammerstein's
presents "A Country Christmas "The Sound of Music" Dec. 2-18.
Show' Nov. 26 through Dec. Friday and Saturday shows will
16. For details, check www.ken- be at 7 p.m. and Sunday shows
tuckyopry.com. At 10:30 a.m. will be at 2:30 p.m. For more
each Sunday, the Opry also information or tickets, call 759hosts the Kentucky Lake 1752 or visit www.playhouseCowboy Church. For tickets to
shows, call (270) 527-3869 or 1888-459-8704.

"Gratitude,
Gravy
&
Garrison" is VocalEssence's
celebration of all things
Thanksgiving. Keillor performs
his signature monologue and
contributes funny new lyrics to
familiar songs and hymns.
• "Company for the
Holidays," WKMS's annual
traditional music., and spoken
word entertainments, will also
air from Thanksgiving through
New Year's Day.

HEATH SCOTT
Vice President
FinanC121C4orasultant
10 yearS l'XperieriCe

.010415

Invistment insight.
*Even, Generation Since 1854.
HILLIARD LYONS
414 Main Street MurrAy, KY 42071
270-753-3366 j 1-800-4+1-1854

• The Murray State University
Department of Music presents
the annual Madrigal Dinner at 6
p.m. Dec. 2 and 3 in Ordway
Hall.
Se
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OVC FOOTBALL

OW gives postseason awards
TENNESSEE TECH'S BENFORD, WATSON
BRING HOME TWO OF FOUR AWARDS
the Freshman of the Year award. OVC history, Benford hauled in
From OVC Sports
Eastern Kentucky, another 58 catches for 826 yards and
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. Tennessee Tech, one of the one of the three OVC five touchdowns in 10 games in
three league champions this Champions this season, led the 2011, despite being consistently
season, took home two of the way with 10 first-team selec- double and tripled teamed in
four major individual Ohio tions and 14 total picks spread games. He ranks 22nd nationalValley Conference postseason across the first-team, second- ly in receptions/game (5.80),
All-Newcomer 26th in receiving yards/game
and
football awards and had nine team
total All-OVC selections in vot- squads. The first-team included (82.6) and 29th in total receiving conducted by league head 13 seniors, 10 juniors and three ing yards (826). Four times this
coaches and sports information sophomores, while the second- season he had 100 or more
directors and announced on team had 15 senior selections, yards in a game, including
eight juniors and three sopho- against Tennessee State when
Tuesday.
he had 10 receptions for 122
Tennessee Tech senior wide mores.
Benford is only the fourth yards. He also had six catches
receiver Tim Benford was
named Offensive Player of the wide receiver to earn the OVC for 131 yards and two scores
Year while his head coach, Offensive Player of the Year against Maryville College, eight
Watson Brown,'was named the award and first since 2003 catches for 124 yards at Eastern
OVC Roy Kidd Coach of the (Efrem Hill of Samford). He Illinois and six catches for 116
Year. In the other major awards, also becomes just the second yards and a touchdown against
Tennessee State senior line- Tennessee Tech player to earn Murray State. His play helped
backer Rico Council was tabbed the award and first since run- Tennessee Tech to its first OVC
Defensive Player of the Year ning back Larry Schreiber Championship since the 1975
while Tennessee State quarter- received the honor in 1969. One
•See OVC, 11
back Michael German earned of the top wide receivers in

MI

Racer Sports in Brief

Seven Racers
earn All-OVC
football
honors

RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times

Tennessee State linebacker Rico Council (47) makes a
tackle on Murray State's Dexter Barnett during a game
ealier this season. On Tuesday, Council was recognized
as the OVC's Defensive Player of the Year.

GLASGOW AT MURRAY HIGH
FRIDAY III 7:30 P.M. III TV HOLLAND STADIUM

MURRAY HIGH PREPARES FOR GLASGOW
IN FRIDAY'S CLASS 2A STATE SEMIFINALS
By GREG WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
A week ago, the Murray
High Tigers faced plenty of
uncertainity heading into their
quarterfinal playoff matchup
with Owensboro Catholic.
Unsuccessful in two previous
attempts to advance to the semifinals, things didn't look good
for the Tigers' hopes to break
the streak. Add in the fact that
their opponent, the No. 1 team
in the class, also knocked out
Murray the previous year and
things just got down right bleak.
Still, the game is played on the
field and come Friday night,
history didn't seem to bother the
Tigers one bit as they knocked
off the Aces 17-14 in thrilling
fashion. Now, a week later,
things are starting to look good
for Steve Duncan and the boys
in black.
That doesn't mean things
will get any easier this week for
the Tigers, however, as
Glasgow comes to Ty Holland
looking for a trip to Bowling
Green. Ranked No. 2 in Class
2A, the Scotties are similar to
Murray in a Inumber of ways.
Much like their opponents,
Glasgow prefers to keep their
attack a little closer to the
ground.
Led by running back Jalen
Sublett, whose 1,752 yards and
23 touchdowns are tops on the
team, the Scotties have made
some noise this season en route
to a 13-0 record thus far. That
said, Sublett is far from
Glasgow's only weapon as
quarterback Parker Cash has
chipped in 465 yards and seven
scores of his own.
When they do go to the air,
though, efficiency is the name
of the game as/ Cash has connected on 64 percent of his
passes for 922 yards and nine
touchdowns. Lajuan Smith has
been the recipient of most of
those targets, hauling in 23
passes for 532 yards while finding paydirt four times. Tight end
Hunter Bowles, who has committed to the University of
Louisville, has been a weapon
in the passing game as well after
snagging three touchdowns to
go along with 321 yards.

On the other side of the ball.
the Scotties are just as strong,
allowing just 84 points on the
year. Their defense is led by
Hunter Botts, who headlines the
unit with 44 tackles and two
interceptions.
That all adds up for a tough
matchup Duncan said.
"They're a very, very well
coached team first," Duncan
said. -They don't make hardly
any mistakes offensively and,
defensively, they don't get
penalties very often and they
don't usually turn over the ball.
They're a very good team with
ball control because they run the
ball very, very well. When they
do decide to pass it they pass it
well and sometimes their quarterback runs. They've got some
very good athletes - I know U of
L has already offered their tight
end, who is 6-6, 250 - and then
they've got a big line and a lot of
speed. Their tailback has about
2,000 yards. So this is a very,
very good running team that can
pass it and is very, very good
defensively."
Still, that won't stop the
Tigers from preparing for
Friday like every Friday before
it. To them, it's just the next
game.
"We're just going to do what
we usually do," he said. "We'll
break down their films and see
the plays that they run. They get
in some different formations so
we'll make sure that we're trying
to line up correctly in those formations. Then we'll just peed to
strap our chin straps on pretty
hard, put our mouthpieces in
and do our job. That's what we'll
be preparing on: No. I that we
line up at the right place and
No. 2 that we do our job."
As for the danger of looking
ahead to the bright lights of
Bowling Green and the State
Championship, Duncan said
that shouldn't be a problem. His
message for his guys has been
pretty clear - without this game
there is no next.
"If you don't get ready and
win this one then there's not
another one," he said. -There
are only six tams in the state of
Kentucky out of 200 that are
gonna end with a victory and we

want to be one of those six.
We're playing to win and they
are too. Glasgow isn't going to
come down here three hours
without planning on trying to do
their very best."
Come Friday. though, one
team's best won't be good
enough as one will head on and
the other will head home. For
Murray's sake, they hope that
team isn't them.

Friday
Glasgow at Murray
When: 7.30 p.m
Where: Ty Holland Stadium
Radio: WFGS, 103 7 FM
Records: Murray 12-1,
Glasgow 13-0
Keys to the game: Facing a poweful Glasgow running attack, the
defense will be called on yet again to
have a big game as they'll seek to
slow down Scottie running back
Jalen Sublett. On the offensive side
of the ball running back Bob Fields
will look to break Glasgow's back
and extend his torrid run through the
playoffs. Quarterback Kendall Deese
will also have an important role,
holding the task of keeping the
Scotties honest by not allowing them
to key on Fields If both show up on
Friday. Glasgow may he in for a long
night.

GREG WADDELL Ledger & Times

Murray High quarterback Kendall Deese scampers away
from an Owensboro Catholic defender during last week's
regional final victory.

RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times

Murray High School Athletic Director David Fields (right) serenades head football coach
Steve Duncan Tuesday afternoon during the Tigers' pep rally inside Tiger Gymnasium.

From MSU Athletics
Murray State quarterback
Casey Brockman and running
back Mike Harris were named
to the 2011 Ohio Valley
Conference First Team, while
offensive lineman Raymond
Hopson, linebackers Qua
Huzzie and Sam Small, defensive back/return specialist
Dontrell Johnson and kicker
Kienan Cullen were named to
the second team. The seven
all-OVC selections are the
most since 2002.
The all-conference teams
are selected by the league's
head coaches and sports information directors.
Brockman (Murray, Ky.)
started all 11 games this season and went 316-for-477 for
3,276 yards and 25 touchdowns. He set new MSU and
OVC records for attempts and
completions,
while
his
yardage was the second-most
in OVC history. Brockman
also rushed for 211 yards and
four touchdowns, while also
catching two passes for 25
yards and two scores.
Brockman made NCAA
history against Tennessee
State as he threw for a FCS
record 421 yards in the first
half, on his way to becoming
just the fifth quarterback to
throw for 600 yards in a game.
He also tied his own school
record with seven touchdown
passes in the victory. He
closed out the season by rushing, throwing and catching a
touchdown in the victory over
SEMO.
Harris (Tulsa, Okla.) was
named to the first-team for the
second-straight season after
rushing for 1,018 yards and 13
touchdowns in 10 games. He
became just the 10th Racer to
eclipse the 1,000-yard plateau
and first since Billy Blanchard
in 2002. His seven 100-yard
rushing games rank fourth on
the MSU single-season list,
while his 13 touchdowns rank
third. He also became just the
second Racer to rush for over
200 yards in three games during his career.
Hopson (Houston, Texas)
becomes the first offensive
line to earn all-OVC recognition since Justin Ard and
Eugene Russell in 2004.
Hopson started all II games at
left tackle this season, and
started 21 of 22 games over
the past two seasons. He
anchored the left side of the
line for one of the top passing
offense's in the FCS, while
also helping to produce the
first 1,000-yard rusher in nine
years
Small (Winona, Miss.),
who was also selected to the
all-newcomer team, made an
immediate impact as the
leader of the defense as he
recorded 115 tackles(56 solo),
9.5 tackles-for-loss, 1.5 sacks
and a quarterback hurry. His
115 tackles are the second
most in the past 21 years of
Racer football. He recorded
double figure tackles in eight
games this season, including a
career-best 16 tackles against
Jacksonville State. He had
three tackles-for-loss in the
victory over Mississippi
Valley State, and closed out
the season with 13 tackles and
2.5 tackles-for-loss against
SEMO.
Huzzie (LaGrange, Ga.)
joined Small on the all-newcomer team after posting 80
tackles(48 solo), a league-best
14 tackles-for-loss, three
sacks, four pass break-ups,
two forced fumbles and a fumble recovery for a touchdown.
•See RACERS, 11
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The Murray/Calloway Special Olympics delegation
participated in the Area 1 bowling tournament earlier
in the month at Cardinal Lanes in Paducah. Pictured
are (Above) Back Row: Jonathan Lynn, Phillip Lusk,
Amber Baker, Marlayna Warren, Tori Cobb. Front Row:
Michelle Norsworthy, William Winchester, Crystal
Estes, Danielle Warren. (Below) Back Row: Ruth
Lamb, Allison Salazar, Alexis Cain, Courtney Byerly,
Tracy Marceau. Front Row: Kelly Elkins, Ally
Hathcock, Hannah Babcock.
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The Calloway County 4-H Shotgun Team recently challenged FirstChoice FireArms to a Trap Shoot at the
Jackson Purchase Gun Club. Each team member took
to their station and Joel West had a high score of 23
for CC4-H. The 4-H team ended with a win over
FirstChoice FireArms with a total score of 121 to 82.
CC4-H Shotgun Team members are: Joel West, Brent
Nesbitt, Jonathon Lewis, Bill Heeke, David Lewis.
Jonathon Montgomery, Gage Barnes & Bo French.
Coaches: Mitch Nesbitt, Tony West and Vernon
Anderson.

From Page 10
tic [cLoided ti%
tackle games, including a careerbest 15 stops against JSU. After
missing a game with an injury.
Nuzzle returned in a major way
against Eastern Kentucky as he
recorded 13 tackles, including
four tackles-for-loss, two sacks
and two forced fumbles. His second forced fumble occurred in
the endzone and was recovered
by teammate Jeremy Brackett for
a touchdown. Two weeks later,
Huzzie scooped up a fumble on
the second play of the game and
returned it 24 yards for a touchdown.
Johnson (Moultrie, Ga.) is no
stranger to the all-OVC teams as
he was named to the second team
as a defensive back and return
specialist for the second-straight
season. Despite being hampered
by injuries all season, Johnson
recorded 40 tackles and led the
conference with 12 passes
defended. He added two quarterback hurries and blocked an extra
point against EKU. Despite
playing with a cast on his right
hand the final four games,
Johnson intercepted a pass
against SEMO and returned it 45
yards. As a returner, he averaged
16.2 yards on 10 punt returns,
while averaging 16.5 yards on II
kickoff returns.
Cullen (Louisville, Ky.)
earned all-OVC honors for the

.S"

CIP

1E" Er CPII1213

All-OVC First Team
Offense
GB - Casey Brockman - Murray State
RB Matt Denham Eastern Kentuck,
RB Washaun Ealey J ville State
RB- Mike Harris- Murray State
WR - Calm McNairt - Tennessee St
WR - Tim Bentord - Tenn Tech
TE - Kenny Jones - Tenn Martin
C - 0 J Enabosi - Eastern Kentucky
OG - Scott Schweitzer - Tenn Tech
OG - Michael Mancini - Tenn Martin
OT - Aaron Adams - Eastern Kentucky
OT - Patrick Ford - Eastern Kentucky
Defense
DL Anthony Brown - Eastern Ky
DL - Emory Attig - Eastern Ky
DL Jamison Wadley - Salle State
DL - Marcus Edwards - Tenn Tech
LB - Whim Vance - Eastern Ky
LB - Blake Peltier - Southeast Missouri
LB- Rico Council Tennessee State
DB - Amius Smith - Austin Peay
DB - Justin Bell - Eastern Kentucky
DB Joseph Wylie - Tennessee State
DB - Richmond Tooley • Tenn Tech

I he Insurance(enter of NIurra%
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,
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David King

Ohio Valley Conference
Men's Basketball
Today
Austin Peay at Detroit 4 pm
Eureka at Eastern Illinois, 7 p fil
Hannibal-LaGrange at Southeast
Missoun State, 7 p m
Great Alaska Shootout
Anchorage, Alaska
Murray State vs Alaska-Anchorage
9.30 p m
Thursday
No games scneduled
Friday
Tennessee State at Mississippi Valley
State, 12 30 p m
Morehead State at West Alabama, 2 30
pm
Tennessee Martin at Mississippi State,
7pm
Lamar at Tennessee Tech 7 p m
Jacksonville State at Northwestern
State 7 45 p m

third time in his career after
going 15-for-17 on field goals,
including a long of 44. During
the season, he made nine-straight
field goals, including tieing the
school record by kicking five
field goals against Austin Peay.
Cullen ended his career as the alltime leading scorer at MSU,
while also setting a new OVC
mark for career field goals made
with 58.
The Racers finished the 2011
season with a 7-4 record,and a 53 mark in the OVC. MSU
secured back-to-back winning
seasons for the first time since
1999-21300, while the seven wins
were the most since 2004.

Ohio Valley Conference
Women's Basketball
Today
Marshall at Morehead State. 1 p m
Tennessee Tech at Muddle Tennessee
State, 7pm
Eastern Illinois at San Jose State 9
p.m
SIU-Edwardsyille at Sacramento State,
9:05 p.m.
Thursday
No games scheduled
Friday
Eastern Kentucky at Appalachian State
3p m
Tennessee State at Fresno State. 4 p m

Jacksonville State at Southern
Mississippi, 4 p m
Southeast Missoun State at DAB, 6
p.m,
Morehead State at New Mexico, 8 p m
American Univensty a! Austin Peay, 9
p.m
KHSAA Football Playoffs
Class A
Friday
Beechwood at Mayfield, 7-30 p.m.
Pikeville at Hazard, 7 30 p.m.
Class 2A
Friday
Glascow at Murray, 730 pm
Somerset at Holy Cross (Covington),
730 pm
Class 3A
Friday
Central at Fort Campbell, 7.30 p.m
Belfry at Garrard County, 7:30 p m
Class 4A
Friday
Collins at Franklin-Simpson, 7:30 p.m.
Highlands at Lexington Cath., 7:30 pm
Class SA
Friday
John Hardin at Bowling Green. 7 30
p.m.
Southwestern at Anderson County 7 30
p.m.
Class 6A
Friday
Tnnity at Butler, 7 30 p m
Boone County at Scott County. 7 30
pm

ing defensive end Lamar Carter 406 stops at TSU from 1985- the Week honor of the year after
From Page 10
that contest. For the season
season and its first-ever NCAA (1999). In II games Council 88).
netted 87 tackles (50 solo), 8.0
German,
a
finalist
for
the
German completed 140-of-250
playoff berth. For his career
Benford has 210 catches for tackles-for-loss, 3.5 sacks, one Sports Network's Jerry Rice passes for 1,899 yards and 12
3,007 yards, both of which rank interception, five pass breakups, Award, started the season as the touchdowns and rushed for 71
third in OVC history. Benford one forced fumble and two fum- Tennessee State backup, seeing yards and two additional scores.
ble recoveries. He had 12 tack- limited action in the first three His play helped Tennessee State
also earned All-OVC first-team
les in a game at Eastern games before getting his first to four wins in its last six
honors for the third-straight seaKentucky, 11 against Jackson career start at Air Force on Sepi games, a 4-4 OVC record and
son, after being named OVC
State and 10 against each 24. After that contest against a the Sgt. York Championship
Freshman of the Year in 2008.
Murray State and UT Martin. Football Bowl Subdivision (contested between the four
His team picked fifth in the
His play helped Tennessee (FBS) foe, German returned to OVC schools from Tennessee).
OVC preseason poll. Brown led
State, who was winless in OVC FCS competition and had three- Overall TSU ranked' 24th
Tennessee Tech to the program's
play last year, to a 4-4 straight games of 230-plus pass- nationally in total offense
10th OVC Championship but
Conference mark this season ing yards and two touchdowns, (416.0 yards/game) and 32nd in
first since the 1975 season. TTU
(which tied the team for fifth earning OVC Newcomer of the scoring
offense
(30.45
finished the regular season 7-3
place in the OVC after being Week honors after each game. points/game). German is the
overall, 6-2 in OVC play and
picked eighth)and the Sgt. York He finished the season with two second Tennessee State player
ranked No. 20 in the FCS
Championship. Council fin- games of 250-plus yards, to earn Freshman of the Year
Coaches Poll and No. 21 in the
ished his four-year career with including passing for 263 yards honors since the award was first
Sports Network poll (the team's
295 tackles, which was second and three touchdowns in a vic- given out in 2004, joining runfirst national yanking since the
in TSU history behind only his tory over UT Martin; he earned ning back Javarris Williams
2002 season). The team ascendhead coach, Rod Reed(who had his fourth OVC Newcomer of (2005).
ed to as high as 15th in the polls
during the year and earned the
OVC's automatic hid to the
NCAA
Division
Championship, the program's
first-ever playoff berth. TTU
lost just two games by a comFamily Owned & Operated Since 1987
bined three points to Football
Subdivision
Championship
Custom Built Garages & Post Frame Buildings
(FCS) opponents in 2011. The
We Sell & Install Metal & Shingle Roofing
seven victories overall were the
most for the team since the
E-Mail: betterbuilt@wk.net
2001 season and the Golden
Web: bbgarages.com
Eagles had a winning record for
just the third time in the last
Estimates
decade. The Conference chamOn Site Consultation
pionship was the first for
Written Warranty
Brown, who is in his 27th season as a.Division I head coach
(with previous stops at Austin
Welber KY
Rice,
Peay,
Cincinnati,
0 Down. 12 months istoritst fro*
Vanderbilt and UAB). Brown,
FREE f/AMA/C/A/Ci or 6.8% APR for The if. of The Law
in his fifth year at TTU, is the
third different Golden Eagle
head coach to earn OVC Coach
of the Year honors,joining Don
i7
Wade (who won the honor in
•
1971, 1972 and 1975) and Jim
Ragland(who won the award in
1992 and 1993).
Tabbed the OVC Preseason
Defensive Player of the Year in
July, Council proved the voters
correct as he earned the postsea0
son honor as well. He becomes
just the second Tennessee State
player to earn the award, join-

BETTER BUILT GARAGES INC.
BETTER BUILT BUILDINGS

nummirmil

'111•1111111r

FREE

Photo submitted

The West Kentucky United U14 girls soccer team won
the Germantown Invitational Tournament this weekend
at the Mike Rose Soccer Complex in Germantown,
Tennessee. Pictured in the front row from left to right:
Coach Aaron Fenton (Mid Continent University),
Kaitlin "Cookie" Cook (Marshall Co.), Macy Wessel
(Massac Co.), Skylar Hargrove (Graves Co.), Allie
Fiske (Marshall Co.), Linda Arakelyan (Calloway Co.),
Jannie Wiles (Marshall Co.), Anna Ferguson (Hickman
Co.) and Bailee Bostick (Graves Co.). Back row:
Hannah Bowles (Caldwell Co.), Allye Darnell (Graves
Co.), Erica Zeter (Graves Co.), Liz Armstrong
(Calloway Co.), Bailey Wood (Marshall Co.), Ca!lie
Thomas(Graves Co.), Ashley Zimmerman (McCracken
Co.) and Alexis Joyce (Marshall Co.).

Phone- 270-674-5530• Toll Free- 888-852-3451

= 11499U
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GAS LOG SALE!
$200 or more off

West KY's
Authorized
Monessen
Distributor!
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Calloway County Public Library
710 Main St•Murray•753-2288
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Friday
9AM 1 1AM: Take Additional20% offEve?),Day Low Discount Price
1AM 2PM: Take Additional 15% offEvery Day Low Discount Price
2pm 5PM: Take Additional 12% offEvery Day Low Discount Price

Savings in Every
Department
Sofas, Sectionals, Bedrooms,
Dining Rooms & Dinettes,
Entertainment Centers, Recliners
Gift Stems & Accent Chairs

. NETBOOK

-

with any
$499 purchase

•q.6\%).4

with any
$499 purchase

Intercon Leg Table Price 6
Window Side Chairs 7 Piece tik
Set
Everyday Low
S1777
c.1%
Discount Price
43/9
*_Le.ss 20%
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT

tl

.rittevt

6`
ti•po'

AMERICAN$9
ROCKER
RECLINER

1
,
*41
*
AD

$1398
China
Everyday Low
$1938
Discount Price
*Lels_20_?'s
.41111411* EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT

Broyhill Bedroom Chest Queen Bed Dresser & Mirror Oak or

Cherry 5 Piece Set
Everyday Low Discount Price
:Less 20°,•0
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT

C,P1/40,•i

?AI) )4—

tl.P091,c,

S2650
-$530

$2099

1011Weini WOW*

Lane Pad-Over Chaise
Rocker Recliner with Heat &
Massage
Everyday Low
$562
Discount Price
-$113
*Less 20%
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT

$1550

l'exts
ti•Pov

Klaussner Sofa Walker Parchment
Everyday Low Discount Price

$789

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT

Lane Leather Essentials
Reclining Chair & Ottoman
Everyday Low
$862
Discount Price
'Less 20%
4173
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT

011 *vi MVS)
14
4
PS4•
Pit91.

$689

$449

S976
-$197

1,e5.6_2ft_

s

1" ITU
..a.
1111111111
4111111141111W
'
Lane Pad-Over Chaise Dual Reclining Sofa
Everyday Low Discount Price

S962
-$193

'Les_s 20210

$769

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT

kinericaitFurniture Multi Combo Sectional.

March Sofa Obsession Cardinal.

0088

lane Pad -(her Chaise
Rinker Recliner
Camel Sale Price

1<nt kt.r
lennessecISII .
iteciai Salk liric.e
sio•'

Special Sale Price-$798

Special Sale Price

Special Sale Price Sofa $288

Lane Queen
%no Press
Bach Recliner.

Lane Roc Ler
Recliner I limolitle

Burg-unth
RIK her Re( liner Sale

( mud. &

Line ()al. or Cherr%,
Sale

etlar
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thicrican
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1.hleN
1:hair Side
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'
Trf8

Imerican
%milt ratters
Media Chest Sale

Aoittralters

Cheri.) Finish
Media Ch7st Sale
598

Coast to Coast
licent( hair Sale

Coast to Coast
1ccent( hest Sale

$398

$498

$144

• tir

RN! II la ;till Vi I. I)

Open Day 9-7•Sabres,10-7. Sunewf 1-5•Nal 10-8

Thirhlt Inn Sale

We Cr He Y*ti Sell
,r+i•ure.
'jrQtF:1

S.," 16'' S'rEe"

451 South 18th Street, Paducah KY
4424465• 1400450-6224

r77Design
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Avallible

Recliner
%twit Tahle

Line

Is S ss IIVO1 MONEI

SUPERCENTIER 3801 likadiwIlle Road
Highway 80• A WI Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455• 1-SC0-7884224

ma calla

<,
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h
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1Ialiogan% Fine
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Daft 91o6,Frt 91e II

Geon of Italrf-Wissine Furnittwe,
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114

Look us
uP os
Fecebooki

3060 Hwy 641 North, Murray, KY
7 - cM• 1-868-7534309
Ogee lise-Sat

Sun 1-5

•Jiiw
"HI

Resale Price Sella I-Comfort Tompurpodk & Thomasville
Packages 8 Manufacturer Do Not Allow Extra Discounts &stow The Minimum
"Exdudes Close Outs, HOT Bays, Sale Price Merchandise Electronics Dream Deal TV
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We are veryfortunate to live and do business in
such a great community.
Thank you to all ofourfriends,family and
neighbors in Murray and Calloway Coun
,
Thank Toufor your business throughout the year.

*ad Alimp011owqr OssaftRim*
10 WW1Wee
711 Main St. Murray, KY 42071
(270)75V222 • www.murraykyrea1e0tex
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Murray

SATU

MILLER
II

COLD
FROM

INDEX
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

010
020
025
030
040
050
NO
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate WanMci
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Clukkere
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
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220
260
270
2110
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425
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Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobil. Homes For Rent
Mod'. Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets IS Supplies
Livestoclt & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Runt or Lease

430
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440
445
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455
460
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Reel Estate
Latta Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles I ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Swynces(Awed
Free Column
Tobacco II Stipples
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1 11.-4'1 \
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Monday
Smart Sayer
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Fnday
Satutay

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
; All 3 Ads Must Run 1,1'ithiti i) Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon Classifieds go Into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any submitted matter
ri ACT'
1 INF Al2 AND II WILL APPF Atzr,ON
WEBSITL ATIsis2 ES,1,116, s'11AFt('F

Fri. 10 Lm.
Fn. 9 a.m.
Mon.9 trn.
Mon. 12 p.m.
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Wed. 12 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010

060
Least
Notice

060
Help Wanted

060
Help Wanted

Father

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

BRIGGS&STRATTON

In Re: the Adoption of JOSHUA ALEXANDER ALLEN
DOB: 09-20-2011
THE R C
BRIGGS & STRATTON
is seeking an Environmental Engineer I, II

NON RESIDENT NOTICE

It is further ordered that this Notice be published for four hi;
consecutive weeks in the MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
day of

2011
PAUL R. HUTHCERSON, BPR#022857
Attorney for Petitioners

SUSAN B COLLINS
CLERK & MASTER

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
The City of Murray Kentucky is soliciting proposals
from qualified professionally licensed electrical contractors to provide back-up electrical power generators and the necessary installation services, for Fire
Station 1, Fire Station 2 and the Police
Department.
Interested parties may receive a copy of the
"Request for Proposal" by visiting the City Clerk at
City Hall located at 104 North 5th Street Monday Friday between 8am and 5pm. The "Request for
Proposal" document may also be accessed by visiting the City of Murray webatte at
WWw.murrayky.gov under the announcement heading.
A tour of the facilities that the equipment will be
installed in will take place at Fire Station 1 on
December 1, 2011 at 9 a.m. The deadline to submit
completed proposals is 5 p.m. on December 6th,
2011.
If you have any questions please contact Eric
Pologruto at 762-0320
020
Notice

Lost and Found

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
;75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
T

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

Arspy.:TarEte:Itmolr
need a place to
e

meet?
tent The

•
- Woodmen of
The World Hall
V2707,3-4977- Pay
0/ 412-1105- Night

Call 753-1916

Aitomotive tech for wel
established dealership
Send resume to P.O.
Box 148 Murray. KY
42071
Attn:
HR
Manager
C.A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment that will
begin in December:
Customer
Service
Representative
Order Entry Clerk
Positions available on
151 & 2nd shifts
Please submit your
resume
to
careers chuckjones.n
et or apply in person at
306 Andrus Dr, Murray,
KY.
V
i
s
It
www.chuckiones.net
for
complete
job
descriptions and other
full time employment
opportunities.
If hired, applicants
must pass a background check and drug
screen.
Childcare center
seeking
full
time
teacher,
experience required.
Apply at The Village
1406B
12th
North
Street. Murray.
TEMPORARY
parttime position in a medical setting. Computer,
communication, and
customer service skills
needed. EOE. Send
resumes to: Attn: ADiO,
1051 N. 16th St., Suite
B, Murray, KY 42071

060
Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to Jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& limes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Please
send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-F, Murray.
KY 42071.
I am looking for an
experienced
Telemarketer to set
appointments for a
local sales staff. This is
a permanent part-time
position consisting of
20 to 25 hours a week.
If you would like to
learn more please
email your resume or
contact info with a
description of your
work history to hiringman ager624 aol.com

LOCAL office needs
part-time help. Send
resume to: Office, P.O.
Box 1444, Murray, KY
42071.
Memorial
MURRAY
Gardens is looking for
1 dignified person to
assist families with
Estate
Memorial
Planning. This individual needs to be outgoing with a sales personality and be able to
work some evenings.
We offer benefits and
above average income.
Please E-mail your
to
resume
cwro use@ comcast.net
for a confidential interView

PADUCAH Real Estate
4 week Licensing Class
syats 1-3-12. $320
down, use tax refund
pay balance. Tect/call
270-223-0789.
deloise.adams gmail
corn
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality. 270978-1202

Briggs & Stratton is the world's largest manufacturer of air cooled engines
and is seeking an Environmental Engineer I, II. Applicants must meet the
following minimum qualifications:
*Bachelor's degree in Engineering (Chemical, Civil or
Mechanical) or the Environmental Sciences
*Minimum of one year experience in a related field preferred
.Fundamental knowledge of environmental regulations including
sampling and monitoring
*Fundamental knowledge of design and operation of pollution
control systems
*Working knowledge of various computer software and word
processing programs such a spreadsheet and database
*Previous co-operative education or internship program
participation preferred but not required
*Interpersonal skills necessary to the nature of the job
*Written communication skills necessary for technical report wnting
•Good organization and time management skills necessary to
prioritize and manage multiple assignments: ability to react
quickly in a fast-paced, changing environment
Environmental Engineer's lob will consist of the following responsibilities:
•Under immediate supervon, assists n the development, planning and
coordination Qf a variety of engineering assignments to
ensure compliance with Federal, State and local regulations
regarding air pollution, solid/hazardous waste, and wastewater.
*Assist with sampling, monitonng and reporting programs to
ensure compliance with Federal, State and local regulations
*Assist in the development of strategies to reduce environmental
exposure and nsk
*Participate in facility and environmentally sensitive vendor audits
to ensure compliance with various regulations
•Assist the location with the necessary steps to obtain and
maintain environmental permits
*Research regulatory data and provide guidance and
interpretations to managers
*Assist in projects related to energy conservation and industrial
hygiene practices
*Perform other duties and responsibilities as requested or required.
Salary is dependent on education and experience.
Interested applicants must respond no later than November 27, 2011
Please submit online resume to: wenv.briggsandstratton.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Osbom Transportation NOW HIRING CDL A
Drivers For Union City Terminal, Manager
Jimmy Holden At Osborn It's,'YOUR LIFE
STYLE, YOUR CHOICE YOU CHOOSE
FROM Southeast Regional or OTR!
Great pay, plenty of miles/Home-time!
Call 1-866-215-3659

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
currently accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN. We also otter an excellent
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake
Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center 2607
Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Mediacom

Cable Television Job Opportunities

AIM
SAFETY
DIRECTOR

UPG in Paducah has
an opening for a
safety director, must
be experienced in
safety. degree or
experience required.
Please call Eric at
450-4145 or toll free
at 1-800-874-4427
ext. 145 or email to
egibson@upgas.com

TEMPORARY Dental
Needed
Assistant
Please send resume to
PO Box 1538, Murray.

COMMERCIAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Benton. KY- JOB ID 5028
Earn $60,000 + annually
Do you have these qualifications'?
*The ability to work independently
'Excellent communication skills
'Ability to achieve sales goals
THEN MEDIACOM IS FOR YOU!!!
Mediacom is a recognized leader in the
telecommunications arena, offenng cutting edge
technologies to our communities. We offer
services such as digital cable, high definition
TV, digital video recording, and high speed
intemet access. We continue to grow through
the acquisition of new customers while maintaining a solid customer base. The ideal candidate will possess a thorough understanding of
selling in an entrepreneurial environment.
Excellent communication is critical. Previous
business-to-business selling expenence is a
plus. Travel is required within the service area.
Guaranteed base salary plus commission structure with unlimited earning potential. Mediacom
offers an excellent benefit package including
health insurance, paid vacation, flex and holiday
time, tuition assistance. matching 401K, discounted cable and Internet services, and more.
Pre-employment drug testing and background
check required.
For immediate consideration, apply at
careers.medlacomcc.com
An Equal Opportunity Employer

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999

TER

All Size Units• Climate c;ont I
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
612 WhIteell Ave.

Articles
For Sale

In this cause, it appearing from the Petition which is sworn to that
Unknown Father is a non-resident of the State of Unknown. Therefore, you are
hereby required to serve upon Paul R. Hutcherson, Attorney at Law, P.O. Box 199,
Dresden, Tennessee 38225, and answer to the Petition on or before the
day of
, 2011. If you fail to do so,judgment by default will be taken against
you for the relief described in the complaint. A copy of said Petition may be
obtained for the Clerk and Master of said Court.

QUITTING business
sale.
Borders,
sidewall.
murals, & pictures
50% off! Wallpaper For
Less
(Wallpaper
Express) 909 E. Wood
St. Paris, TN. 38242.
731-642-3233

MINI
SMORAGE
111111 1 1 II

150

DAVID LEE ALLEN and wife,
FAITH ASHLAND ALLEN
Petitioners

This being the

Lunch A,

Nap Warned

IN THE CHANCERY OF WEAKL,EY COUNTY.TENNESSEE
To: Unknown

VISA

Curio ca
pedestal
end tabl
clock, la
chair, oil
book shi
rocker, c
nice old
Norman
drawer c
tea set v
& plates
glass, rx
compres
of foreig
This will

14x6 Tamden land
traler 3' sides with 3
baskets. Also has
weedeater & back pack
blower racks, heavy
split gate, SS Cragar
Mags, like new tires
$1,500.
293-6853
Soloflex
machine
$400.00

753-3853

Ti
796
10 PSI

GARLAND
RENTALI

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has
bargains
at
Trends-N-Treasures
Buy/appraise
coins.
270-753-4161

waft,

"If you've gcrt it, we can store it"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

[Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage- Hwy 94E

tOS [South 12th St

270-753-2905

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit.

(270) 753-1713

16x80, 3BR. 2BA
mobile home on 1 acre
lot on Jessica Ln. $500
down with approved
credit. For appointment
call Todays Homes @
270-527-5645

Doublewide,
3BR,
2BA. $575/mo. 7532452 leave message
Nice 2BR No pets
753-9866

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
4BR, 2BA $550/mo.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1St Full MO. Rent

Houses For Rent

Houses For Rent

3 Bedrooms, 2 Bath
unfurn, city schools
central heat & air
stove, fridge, dish
washer. W/D hookup
garage, big
2-car
fenced back yard.
Melrose Drive, Annual
lease $875. Tel.
270-873-4791.

Small
2BR
renta
house. $425 rent, $425
deposit.
227-6431.
293-6156

1505 Diuguid Drive
I BR & 2BR Apts.
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
r Equal opportunity

ci

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
10-12pm. TDD No.
1-800,648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

313R, 1BA appliances
furnished. $625/mo +
deposit. 1yr. lease.
978-0742
CLOSE to campus! 4
bedroom rental house.
References, 1 year
lease. Available immediately.
No
pets.
$750/mo
$750/dep
436-5085

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Gather .ktp

'Subscribe to the

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 mo.......
3
mo.
$30.00
6 mo.
455.00
$55.00
1 1 yr.
$105,00 6 mo.
1 yr.
$105.00

Several 2BR duplexs
available
now.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

Pur)ear A Buchanan)

3 rno.
6 mu........
1 yr
I Check

.540.00
$120.00

JA
7op'E A
FANC

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
mo.
-.$75.00
6 mo.
$96.00
1 yr.
4145.00

Money Order

Visa

NORTH
STO
1302 Hill
•Eix
•6
.10
.10
(270)9
(270)9
PREI
MINISTI
-Inside dim
stor,
•Security
-Safe 8
•We sell
•We rent
753-s

a

Rest of KY/TN

TRACTOF
Hand SM.
Fronts, 3
ACM264.0
Hand Shut
Fronts. 3
Ford 7810
Loader CC
1113 Rotor
38 R1D1s,
JJCO274&
• JD 843 i
Header Tr
TRUCKS.
Grain Traili
Ford AeroCummins.
Cab Twin 5
Alumn Beic
Sides. Can
800 Ten W
Metal Bed,
Cargo Gati
4 Door •
2200 Ecor
Cleaners,
Kinze 250(
Unit Front
No Till Drill
Legend Hy
18' Disc •
Shank Ripr
700 Ga! H
Rhino 180(
Cultivator v
Land Pride
Fence Roy
Lawn Mowi
'01 Kawa&.
Jon Boats I
Trailer • 151
SHOf
For Info
Jii
Comp!

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

MSU students welcome
36R, 1 BA,
C/H/A,
detached
J&L RENTALS
garage, W/D included.
MINI-STORAGE
1 year lease, no pets.
720 S.4TH ST.
1 ml West of Murray city Corner of 121 S. & Glendale
limits on US 121 N.
10X10 $25 10x15$40
$650/mo. $650/securi(2701 436-2524
ty deposit. Call Judy @
(2701 293-6906
270-753-1718

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Free

Calloway Garden
EikPowns
ments
A

Storage Rentals

3-5BR available now.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
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For!
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COMMIftill
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arl9/
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Daytime Ph._
Mad this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Bo: 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

:er & 1 lines

Murray Ledger & Times

LASSIFIEDS

Wednesday, November 23,2011 •3B

PUBLIC AUCTION

1ES
-Fri. 10 a.m.

-Fn. 9 a.m.
- Non. 9 a.m.
-lion. 12 p.m.
- Tuelp.m.
-IVed,12 p.m
-Thur. 12 p.m

VISA

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 2011 10:00 A.M. AT THE DAN
MILLER AUCTION BARN LYNN GROVE, KY. FROM MAYFIELD,
KY TAKE HWY 80 EAST TO HWY 121 THROUGH
COLD WATER, KY TO HWY 1836 S. FOLLOW TO AUCTION.
FROM MURRAY KY TAKE HWY 94 WEST TO LYNN GROVE
SIGNS POSTED.
Curio cabinet, credenza & mirror, floral love seat, marble top table,
pedestal table 4 chairs. sewing table, nice china cabinet, couch,
end table, lamps, bedroom suite, sewing machine, stool, coo-coo
clock, large wall mirror, card table & chairs, large throw rug, small
chair, oil printing, nice quilts, large collection of owls, 2 recliners,
book shelving, knee hole desk, open face hutch, lamp table, glider
rocker, color TV's- one large screen, 8 nice bookshelves w/ keys,
nice old gate leg table, lot of VHS tapes, most never opened,
Norman Rockwell figurines & prints, lots of Christmas items, 3
drawer chest, W.R. stainless tea set, glass vases, other stainless
tea set w/ warmer, nice square Fostoria cake plates, Fostona cups
& plates, other Fostoria pieces, pink depression, old dishes &
glass, pots & pans, small kitchen appliances, vacuum cleaner, air
compressor, hand tools, like new Craftsman chain saw. 10 to 15Ibs.
of foreign coins, exercise bike. Over 200 boxes not been opened.
This will be an all day auction.
Lunch Available

ont
ctricity
re.

53

Not Responsible For Accidents

DAN MILLER. AUCTIONEER (270)435-4144
DARRELL BEANE. AUCTIONEER (270)435-4420
TERRY D. PASCHALL. BROKER AUCTIONEER (270)767-3223
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
terrydpaschallrealestate com
..i1 7.7i-,
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The Late Tom Payne Estate
796 Stacks Lill, Wing°, KY

10 Miss SW Of Ma field KY
11-91111M 99a_m ii.n-m-srs.
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Ises For Rent

renta
2BR
425 rent, $425
227-6431.
6

rage Rentals

warehousing
V1SU $20-50
53-7668

G&C
RAGE and
OPANE

I E. Main
753-6266
70) 293-4183
- 4 p.m. M-F

Y MINI
HOUSES

.t. Rt. 121S
• KY 42071
753-5562

RENTALS
STORAGE
;. 4TH ST.

21 S. & Glendak.

15 10x15 $40
436-2524
293-6906

TRACTORS Case Ili MXM 140 PRO. MFWD. Right
Hand Shuttle, 840 Hrs 480/80-42R1 Dls, 14.9-30R1
Fronts, 3 Remotes. 1000/540PT0, 8 Fri Wts. SN
ACM264490 • Case IH MXM 140 PRO, MFWD, Right
Hand Shuttle. 756 Hrs. 460/85-42R1 Rubber. 14.9-30R1
Fronts. 3 Remotes. 1000/540PT0. SN ACM265984 •
Ford 7810 MFWD 2106 Hrs, SN 201049M. wiWoods OA
Loader COMBINE- HEADS Case IH 2388 Axial Flow.
1113 Rotor Hours. 1523 Engine Hrs, Field Tracker, 18.438 R1D1s, 18.4-26R1 Steering, Big Top Extension, SN
JJCO274841 • Case 11-1 1020 Platform, 30' SN C0325315
• JD 843 Oil Bath Corn Head, SN X630875 • J&M HT-8
Header Trailer • Tn State 300 Bushel Grain Carl
TRUCKS -TRAILERS:'04 Farm Mate 30' Hopper Bottom
Grain Trailer, 72" Side Walls, Roll Tarp, Tandem Axle •'93
Ford Aero-Max L-9000 Day Cab Single Axle Road Tractor,
Cummins. 9 Speed. 22.5 Rubber • '90 Freightliner Day
Cab Twin Screw Grain Truck wiRear Lift Tn Axle. Kann 24
Aiumn Bed, Harsh Twin Hoist Cummins . 8 Speed. 70"
Sides, Cargo Gales, Roll Tarp. 22.5 Rubber •'88 Ford F800 Ten Wheeler Grain Truck wiAir Bag Lift. Wheeler 20'
Metal Bed, Twin Hoist, 429 V8. 5&2 Speed, 62' Sides
Cargo Gates, Roll Tarp, 22.5 Rubber • '00 Ford Explorer.
4 Door • '88 Ford F250 Pickup EQUIPMENT: Kinze
2200 Econo Front Fold 12 Unit Planter. No Tills. Row
Cleaners. Monitor, Hyd Markers.Hopper Extensions •
Kinze 2500 Twin Line 15 Unit Planter • Kinze Econo 8
Unit Front Fold Planter • Great Plains Solid Stand 1500
No Till Drill w/Marliss Front Tow Caddy • Bush Hog 2615
Legend Hyd Fold Cutter • Taylor VVay 58502 Rock Flex
'18' Disc • Krause 1412 18' Disc • Blue Jet Subtiller il 4
Shank Ripper • Vetter "System One Seed Jet II • Adams
700 Gal Hyd Fold Pull Liquid Applicator, 11 Coulters •
Rhino 1800 PTO Ditcher, 1000 RPM • Hiniker 26' Field
Cultivator w/ Harrow •4 Yard Dirt Pan •3 Pt Root Rake •
Land Pride 8 Box Blade • Heavy Duty 7' Box Blade •
Fence Row Sprayers • Swisher 8 Hp Pull Behind 36'
Lawn Mower
'01 Kawasaki 650 Motorcycle. 18,571 Miles • 12' And 14'
Jon Boats With Trailers • 12' Lay Down Hunting Boat With
Trailer • 15HP And 9 HP Boat Motors • 14' V Hull Boat
SHOP TOOLS AND FARM MISCELLANEOUS
For Information Contact Tom Payne's Brother
Jim Payne At 270-705-3516

Complete Settlement Day Of Sale...
Bank Letters A Must

JAMES R. CASH
"7";.;,E AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
360
Storage Rentals
NORTH WOOD
STORAGE
1302 HO...
.6x20
• 6X24
•10X20
•10X24
(270) 978-1107
(270) 978-1109

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

[IVIES

al Mail
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$30.00
$55.00
$105.00

ther Mail
criptions
....... S75.00
$96.00
.-.....S145.00
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'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Carports! Prop. For Rent
RETAIL Store in Hazel
+1SF
5000
$750.00/month.
270-492-8211

Pets I Supplies
Dachshund puppies 6
wks. Red male $175,
black/tan female $150.
227-0140
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.
Male Boston Terrier. 6
months old, housebroken. $100 O.B.O.
753-4507

Murray Ledger Ss limes Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
is sublect to the Federal I air
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise an preferena., imitation or diScnminanon based on race. tutor.
sei. handicap, familial status Of national origin, or intennon to make any such preterences. limitahons or discrimination.
State laws torbid discnrnination
in the sale, ilsntal or ad%ertising
at real estate based on tactors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knoisvngly accept an%
ad%ertising tor real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are beret's intorrned
that an dwellings ad‘ertksed are
a%ailable on an equal opportunin; basis
For further assistance with Fait
Housing Advertising requinments, contact NA, Counsel
Rene P. Milam.170316.18-1000

Winos For Sole
2.5 story brick house
with barn on 8 scenic
acres. Price reduced
Call 293-7252 to view

293-7172
NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032
Two story 3BR, 1BA.
All appliances included
on 4 acres. Located
between
Wildcat
Recreation Area and
Irvin Cobb Resort.
$64.000.00. 293-5587
Ussd Cin

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
nofianornotorQmes corn
270-751 .1.1f

410
Public Sale

IrPommertial Proc.
For Sale

For Sale
C41111110PAIMAIDIM
Well established
small engine sales &
service repair
business in Murray.

Serious inquiries
only

UN71-1187

[1E131

SALE! Booth 113 a
Peddlers Mall. 10:30
12:30 only. I will be in
my
Many
booth.
antiques will be there
only at sale times.
Quilts, clocks, etc.
Make me an offer

Free
Pallets

Commerical Prop. For Rent

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 3075 00
A MOki1 H
CALL 753-1916
227-0587
All Carpentry Const
Remodel. additons,
decks, vinyl siding,
home/ mobile home
repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-0353

Hill Electric
Loading Dock of
Times

Since 1986
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

First Come

www.hilleleaciccosa

FOR RENT

Murray Ledger &

753-9562
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

SUDOKU
Gallimore Electrical Contractors I 1(

Concoptis Sudoecu

Cemmercial/Residentlal
lames C. Gallenere
www.geclIc.weebly.cont
r270) 759-0890

270-210-6267
LOCAL-TREE Service
Tree Removal
Trimming
Stump Grinding
& More
Fully Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
Junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding.
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
All Carpentry &
Handyman Service
Over 25 years Call
Don. Murray area
519-8570.

STUMP
REMOVAL

TRAVIS
ASPIIA 1.1'
Pas ing. Sealcilating
11.0\ 1 It 1.). Is
270-753-2279

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192

270-627-1120
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping.
excavator. back hoe,
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
Serving Murray
Calloway County for
over 40 years
Free estimates
270-753-5827

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Soren

eAfik9r,

B Dave Green
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in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
'Flight Review
-Discovery Flight

(270) 489-2839

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
USW Sept% Nods
Instoltotion

,
L atatnis

.h.rciirmive I ',..114.1114
'letting
It iailiiiu&
entntlek
I

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
$•YN to Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-86116

I.Ift(Neal,
1 kJ

N'Mlitit
AlAirils•ttAniss'
lie iN InPet lir
.LtIk:...-41-1.xiirn.

FREE
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leer Offs
4Iscovers Asp**
Locally owasd
LIcionsed It

2934364

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Nov.24,2011:

227-0906
:REF F

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

$S We will save
YOU money $$
Free Estimates
References

GOT LEAVES?
270-293-5624

LAWN &
LANDSCA PIN

workmanship
can depend ore
.

PICK UP

Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270) 293-8480

5
6
2
3

7 9 8 6
9 7 4 2
8 5 3 1
5 4 1 8
3 58 2 1 4 69 7
1 4 9 7 8 6 3 2 5
8 1 4 6 7 3 2 5 9
2 36 5 9 1 8 7.4
9 71 5 8 4 2 1 6 3

(270) 703-0978
(270) 205-6063

07:4

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

3
1
4
9

MITCHELL'S
•weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

LitinvtarttiV

4
5
6
7

Services Mend

Trimming
-Removal
'Stump Grinding
'Firewood
-Insured

LEARN TO FLY

Answer to previous puzzle

tin'

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
ALLCARE
TREE SERVICE

2

This could be a very special year. A New Moon christens this day,
indicating an increase in your creativity and charisma. You attract
Beautiful brick home, people with ease and are full of ideas. Curb a tendency to be a little
2.000sqft, 3BR, 3BA, 2 too me-oriented. Take time out for some alone time. Use these pericar garage, carport, ods to recharge your battery.
If you are single. sort through the many
3acres, lake, 4MI to
potential suitors. If you are attached, allow greater give-and-take.
Murray $249.000 00
Your partner needs extra time,as you are so strong this year. SAGIT731-247-6193
TARIUS could be a soul
mate..

New 2,4
Bedroom homes in
Rherrield Estates.
SB(; Real Property
Professionals

Sudoku e a numbet-piacing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid wart
Mafia given numbers The Woo is to place the numbers I to 9
tie empty squares so that each row each column and each
3x3 box contains lie same number „Inhi once The dtkicutty level
Cd toe Calsepts Sudoku increases horn Monday to Sunday

ANIL
Leaf Vacuum
Service

(270)759-0501

David's Home
Improvement
LL(
Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Water

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

Leaf relief is just a
phone call away!

753-5726

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

by Jacqueline Blow
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Nov. 25, 2011:
This year feel free to carry your own weight, knowing full well what
you desire. Listen to what is happening behind the scenes. Try to
avoid getting angry at abusive people; simply state your boundaries.
If you are single, you could meet someone through the sheer force of
your charisma and charm. Your energy sometimes could be overwhelming to others. If you are attached, the two of you often disagree when you go out or about how much time you spend out. A fellow SAGITTARIUS could be a fun playmate.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4- The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
Positive; 3-Average. 2-So-so;
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Rethink a personal decision with a partner. Whether it is
about the turkey or excess, you are likely to be focused on this holiday. Someone from a distance surprises you. A new beginning
becomes possible
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your ability to make a difference, to touch base with others
and to feel deeply emerges. Someone seeks advice or direction. The
unexpected action promotes insight about this person. Allow others to
play a bigger role.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Your pace is erratic, as you are distracted by phone calls or
remembering phone calls you didn't make Get into the celebration
and relax. You could be quite surprised by a friend or what a group
does, Forget the judgment -- enjoy.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
***** Your ability to move past issues and make loved ones relax
emerges. You simply cannot get enough of people today. Honor
today's rituals. Catch up on news, share some happy events and
relax.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Stay close to home, and share an easy morning. Though you
might want to toss yourself into the festivities, you are taken aback by
recent events and activities. Be an observer until late afternoon, when
you feel like plunging into the happening.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Reach out for those you cannot be with this Thanksgiving.
Exchange well wishes and news. As a result of the interchange, you
will feel much more abundant and flowing. Try to make the social
rounds before dinner: otherwise, you won't be in the mood.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Have you considered the fact that you might be spoiling a
partner or a trusted pal? Such is the case if you aren't careful. A child
or loved one creates so much cheer, you can scarcely see anything
else. Do you really care?
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your smiling manner takes you far. Realize what is happening with others. Let it be said that not everyone is as upbeat as you.
You also might not be able to change anyone's mood. Put on an invigorating piece of music. Curb-indulgence, if possible. There is a tomorrow.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You could feel out of sorts and in a bah-humbug mood. You
cannot change what is going on: you can be more sensitive to your
needs for a few hours. You might be surprised by how rapidly your
mood changes with a favorite pastime or some fresh air.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Make'calls, if not visit with some friends. Someone could be
lonely, and you might want to ask this person to join you in this
Thanksgiving Day. Remember, some people cannot be forced no
matter what. Let them be.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Somehow you might be more instrumental in another person's day than you realize. Allow greater give-and-take. You might not
always be right, you know! After the festivities, visit with a loved one
or friend you don't see all that often.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** A thought. a call or someone's sharing inspires not only you
but also others. Remember the true meaning of the holiday. Touch
base with a loner before you partake in your turkey. An invitation just
might be appropriate.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Consider your alternatives. You could be looking at breaking
a pattern, which might involve the holidays. Be prepared to travel a
little more often or farther than you anticipated. You could be tired, but
you also want to run an errand.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Make it a point of letting another person know how important it is to you to have a talk. You could struggle or disagree trying to
make it so. A child could be very difficult, no matter what you do.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You could defer to someone else. You have a lot going on,
and just to clear it all takes talent. Recognize when you have had
enough, and let others know. A roommate or family member could be
touchy at best.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might have a preordained ritual that you do on this weekend. Quite clearly, someone tries to waylay you into doing something
else. Stay centered. You really do have a lot to do, even with the
onset of the holiday season.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your imagination seems to know no limits. You have pushed
very hard to achieve certain results. You could be touchy. Make a gift
and card list before going shopping. Try not to risk so much. Take a
more conservative approach.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You are extremely feisty and know exactly what you want. Do
a better job of listening to a family member or roommate. If you relax,
you will understand much more and not feel as irate. Drop your judgments for now.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Put your best foot forward. Take time to visit with key people
to see how their holiday went. You might feel frustrated and angry
about a personal matter, Try to clear up this situation ASAP. Drop your
judgments.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Look at the costs of the holidays. You also might be spending
more money than you want in order to make someone happy. Be willing to say no, even if a huge fight starts up. Sooner or later, you will
need to establish boundaries. Know what works.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might want to back off when a boss, older friend and/or
parent makes demands. You won't be able to short-circuit this situation no matter what you do. Note that you don't always have the control you want.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** A lot is going on behind the scenes. Detach and don't work off of
hunches. Watch situations prove themselves. You will know when you
have the facts. Say little listen much. Ask appropriate questions.
Don't feel intimidated.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** A new beginning with a friendship could delight you far
more than you think. Because of your awareness of this person and
the depth of your caring, you are at least 60 percent responsible. Let
go of grudges. Everyone handles situations differently.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Take charge of a situation, You don't want to hesitate to do what
you think is necessary. Someone appreciates your take-charge attitude. Still, your abilities could be tested by a boss. Don't worry so
much -- you won't, if you give 100 percent.

BORN TODAY
Actress Christina Applegate (1971), actor John Larroquette (1947)
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MEDICAL CENTER

Give Thanks
Thanksgiving Blessings To All

Happy Thanksgiving from
the Physicians and Staff
of Primary Care.
Accepting New Patients... Always!
(fMC:x?

facebook

1000 South 12th Street, Murray I 270.759.9200
www.PriniaryCareMedicalCenter.com

T & Times

•

BLACK FRIDAY DEALS!
55" LED 3D TV
32" LCD TV
32" GOOGLE TV
40" GOOGLE TV
•

WI-Fl BLU-RAY PLAYER
BLU-RAY PLAYER
GOOGLE TV BLU-RAY PLAYER
SONY 7.1 CHANNEL RECEIVER
BLU-RAY HOME THEATER IN A BOX

•

•

B: 2

BRAVIA SONY

BHAVIA ENGINE

murray
electronics
•
.•

270.753.7567

www.niurrayelecfronicsincadom

•••••

PIZZA PRO
BLACK FRIDAY

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONI Y

NEW LOCATION
1304A CHESTNUT ST.
270.767.1199
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Pain management services
now available at MCCH

Photo by Melony Bray / Murray-Calloway County Hospital

RECOGNIZED: In recognition of National Home Care Month, Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins, seated left, and Murray Mayor Bill Wells, seated right, signed a proclamation recognizing home care workers in the Calloway County area. Pictured standing, from
left, are Leigh-Ann Brown, MCCH Home Care Marketing Liaison, and Kaye Clark, MCCH
Home Care director.

Two employees retire from MCCH
Special to the Ledger
After nearly 60 combined
years of service to MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
MCCH business office employees Andrea Hogancamp and
Davanna Woods have retired.
Woods worked at MCCH for
47 years in various roles, including the coffee shop when it first
opened in 1964. She was hired
at age 17 and also worked at the
main switchboard, in.the admissions department and as a
Patient representative in the
business office.
"I enjoyed my jobs and the
responsibilities,- Woods said.
"But my favorite part of working at MCCH was the people."
iiihe?fthrment,WoOds sent
the plans to relax a little ald

then begin traveling.
Hogancamp worked as the
cashier for 10 years, assisting
patients with bill payments and
other transactions. Prior to her
time at MCCH, she ran a shoe
store and worked in the Upward
Bound program at Murray State
University.
"I enjoyed working with the
public and others in the business
office," Hogancamp said. "The
Cashier's Office is a good place
to work if you want to feel helpful to people."
Since retiring, Hogancamp has
spent more time on her hobbies
of cross-stitching, sewing and
knitting. She also has made
plans to travel and visit her family in Bowling Green. and New

Hampshire.
"Both Andrea and Davanna
were friends of mine from high
school, so we always had the
ability to have a good working
relationship. I will definitely
miss them,they are family," said
Kathy Wade, who manages
Insurance Verification in the
business office. "When Andrea
was hired as cashier, she fit right
in with the rest of us. She would
quietly go about her job and we
all found her easy to work with.
Davanna and I worked together
for more than 40 years, so we
have certainly seen a lot of
changes in all that time. She
wore many different hats during
her years here and was always a
hard worker.-

Murray

Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital is now offering a hospital-based pain center that is
able to address pain procedures
and other problems. The program offers all the resources
needed to diagnose and treat
acute and chronic pain.
Dr. Monte Rommelman oversees the pain center and is highly skilled in treating and caring
for patients with a variety of
pain conditions. Rommelman is
Board Certified in Physiatry and
received his medical degree
from
the
University
of
Louisville. He is also the
Medical Director for the Acute
Inpatient Rehabilitation program located at Murray
Hospital.
His approach to pain management focuses on rehabilitation
medicine known as physiatry.
Physiatry is the treatment and
resolution
of
musculoskeletal/neurological
problems without surgery and
educating patients about their
condition. Rommelman uses
physiatry not only to help
patients control pain, but also

improve the underlying conditions.
"Often just the use of medications can mask the pain and
cause more harm than treating
the underlying issues associated
with
patient's
pain,"
Rommelman said."We develop
a comprehensive treatment plan
specifically addressing the
patient's condition and educate
them on their condition for a
better overall outcome."
The Pain Management Center
at MCCH makes healthcare
needs the number one priority. A
hospital-based pain center, such
as the one at MCCH. can
address the full spectrum of any
pain problem, ranging from
lower back pain to post-surgical
pain. Because the center is hospital-based, extremely complex
procedures are performed in a
quality, safe environment.
Some of the conditions treated
include: Back pain, neck pain.
joint pain, disc pain, facet and
nerve root pain; myofascial pain
syndromes,
headaches,
fibromyalgia, neuropathy, central pain systems. sciatica and
arthritis.

A full spectrum of physiatry
and pain management services
include: Comprehensive musculoskeletal/neurological evaluation, medical evaluation, rehabilitative evaluation, nerve
block, spinal cord stimulation,
trigger point injections. SI joint
injections, epidural spinal injections. Botox for muscle pain and
physical therapy.
As a hospital-based program
with highly trained and qualified
healthcare professionals located
on-site with the latest in medical
technology, the staff at MCCH
are able to address any pain procedure or other problem.
Offering pain management services to the community allows
qualified patients convenient
access without needing to travel
for the care they need.
The service is located in the
Radiology Department within
the South Tower of MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
is offered weekly on Thursdays.
Patients should park in the main
parking lot of the South Tower
and enter the main lobby to register.
For more information, contact
Jaime Lax. RN at 752-2169.
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MAINTENANCE WEEK: Spring Creek Health Care recently recognized maintenance workers
during Maintenance Recognition Day. Pictured, from left, are John Wilson, Brett Bazzell, Mike
Montgomery, Tammy Montgomery, Mark Torsak and Lisa Ray. Bazzell and Mike and Tammy
Montgomery all work in the Spring Creek maintenance department.
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Ky. WIC program discussed
Studies show that the WIC family during times when
Special to the Ledger
Kentuckians who qualify for Program improves the nutrition- household income might have
the Women, Infants and al health of those who are on it. decreased due to the loss of a job
Do you need help feeding your or change in job status." "There
Children (WIC)Program do not
have to be unemployed or family? WIC foods include iron- are probably a lot of families in
receive Medicaid to qualify for fortified infant formula and Calloway County who qualify
WIC benefits. Income qualifica- cereal, infant fruits and vegeta- for the WIC Program, but feel
tions are based on the number of bles, iron-fortified adult cereal, embarrassed to ask for the help.
people living in the household 100% fruit and vegetable juice, Families who might qualify are
and the household income. eggs, milk, cheese, whole encouraged to call the health
Household income must be at or grains, peanut butter, beans or department."
WIC is a federal program and
below 185 percent of the federal peas, and fresh fruits and vegpoverty guidelines. For example etables. Soy milk and tofu can is available only through the
an annual income of $40,793 for also be provided under certain health department. More information about the program is
a household of four would meet circumstances.
According to Amy Ferguson, available by contacting the
income guidelines.
WIC provides supplemental WIC Program Coordinator for Calloway
County
Health
foods, health care referrals and the Calloway County Health Department at 753-3381.
The WIC Program does not
nutrition education at no cost to Department, the WIC program
those who qualify. Pregnant, can be helpful to families discriminate on the basis of race,
breastfeeding and postpartum because it piovides "healthy color, national origin, age,sex or
women, infants and children up food and nutrition education that disability.
to age five are eligible for WIC. will benefit the health of the
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Ten years ago
The Murray State University
libraries are exchanging books,articles and cooperative research services for faculty and students as
part of MSU's exchange program
with Taegu University Central
Library in Korea.
Brandon Morris, a senior at Calloway County High School. was
selected as the November Student
of the Month by the Murray Rotary
Club.
The 1951 class of Murray Training School held its 50-year class
reunion the weekend of Oct. 6,
2(X)1.
The Calloway County Laker
cheerleaders collected 822 items
and $25 for their fourth year participating in "Trick or Treat for
Need Line."
Twenty years ago
The Murray Planning Commission will have to reconsider • its
recommended size limit on political signs before satisfying the.
City Council.
The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens board is hoping
B-I-N-G-0- spells cash for its dilapidated treasury.
The Murray State University Academic Team placed second in the
Hopkinsville Community College
Invitational Tournament held Saturday in Hopkinsville.
Mike Arnett, a student at Calloway County High School, has
been chosen to represent his school
at the Hugh O'Brian Youth Foundation Seminar in Louisville.
Recent births at the Calloway
County Hospital include a girl to
Gena and David Hicks and a boy
to Lasonia McClaurin.
.
Two Murray State University
faculty members were recognized
at the 11th meeting of the Society of Lain America Remote Sens.ing Specialist(SELPER)in Cuzco,
Peru.
Thirty years ago
After an eight year rest. Holmes
Ellis will return to the mayor's chair
the first Monday in January.
Lisa Russell, a Murray High

I program and
through the
. More infor! program is
,ntacting the
Health
tity
-3381.
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DEAR ABBY': I'm a freshman
in college and ha‘e the sweetest
boyfriend in the uorld We'‘e
always been close and trusted
each other, never pushing the other
too far. I always thought it was
innocent and safe.
Last weekend, though. things
got a little heavy between us. We
stopped
before anything
happened, but I
felt
dirty
afterward. As
thought
about it, I
realized that,
to me, it had
seemed OK
Our relaDear Abby that
tionship was
starting
to
By Abigail
take a more
Van Buren
intimate turn.
Is it
wrong for me to think this way?
I don't know how to bring up
the "sex talk" with him without
seeming desperate or like I'm rushing things. What should I do? - NEEDS TO KNOW IN VIRGINIA
DEAR NEEDS TO KNOW:
You and your boyfriend are normal, healthy young adults. If this
is the first time you and a young
man have gotten "a little heavy."
then it's not surprising that you
felt conflicted, depending upon
how you were raised to think
about premarital relations.
However, because you have
now progressed to the point of
physical intimacy, it is important
that you and your boyfriend talk
about last weekend and what may
happen in the future. Share your
feelings and ask how HE feels
about what happened and what
he would like to happen going
forward. That's not desperate or
rushing things -- that is communication. True intimacy involves
the mutual sharing of thoughts
and feelings in a relationship.
*NON
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DEAR DOCTOR K: My son
is almost 3 ,and I think he's
ready for toilet training. Is there
a "right" way to toilet-train?
DEAR READER: Every toddler's readiness for toilet training is different. Some children
might be ready at around 18
months; others not until 3 years
of age or
older. You'll
need to match
your specific
approach to
your child.
But
some
general
guidelines
apply to most
children.
Minaroff
How can
By
you tell if
Dr. Anthony
your toddler
is ready to be
Komaroff
toilet trained? Look for the following
signs:
-- Being dry for tv.o
to three hours at a time during
the day;
-- Having a relatively predictable pattern of bowel movements;
-- Being able to recognize
and communicate when he has
to go:
-- Discomfort at wearing a
dirty diaper:
-- Being interested in using
a potty seat or toilet;
-- Asking to use "big-boy"
underwear;
-- Being willing and able to
follow directions.
When you see several of
these signs, start toilet training.
Be patient and be prepared for
setbacks. Once you've decided
to start:
-- Get a potty, preferably one
that sits on the floor.
-- Put the potty in the playroom. Let your child sit on it

And now, Dear Readers, allow
me to again share the traditional
Thanksgiving Prayer that was
penned by my dear mother,Pauline
Phillips. No Thanksgiving would
be complete for me without it:
Oh. Heavenly Father,
We thank Thee for food and
remember the hungry.
We thank Thee for health and
remember the sick.
We thank Thee for freedom
and remember the enslaved.
May these remembrances stir
us to service.
That Thy gifts to us may be
used for others. Amen.
Have a safe and happy Thanksgiving, everyone! -- Love, ABBY
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SWEET ON
THE
PACKETS
Dear
Readers:
There
are
numerous
SWEETENERS available
by
today as an
Heloise alternative
to
sugar,
but
what makes each one different?
Here are some hints to help you
The pink packet contains saccharin (an artificial sweetener),
which is much sweeter than actual sugar and has no calories.
The yellow packet, which also
has no calories, is made from
sucralose (an artificial sweetener), holds up well when heated
and can be used in baking/cooking recipes
The blue packet has aspartame
as the main ingredient (another
artificial sweetener) and, as with
the others, has no calories.
The -brown packet, made from
sugar cane, is a natural sweetener and does have some calories.
The white-and-green packet,
made from rebiana (part of a sicvia leaf, found in Paraguay), also
is a natural sweetener, but it is
calorie-free.
Each packet has its own spe•

.•••••

aft

cial ingredient. However, it comes
down to taste as to which you
like. Some are for baking and
cooking, while others are not. ff
you are diabetic, the artificial
sweeteners are a better choice
than the ones made from natural
sugars. -- Heloise
PS.: I've been using artificial
sweeteners since they came out,and
sometimes.use one blue and one
yellow for a sweeter taste, or one
pink and one blue.
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
SLOW COOKER
Dear Heloise: When I cook a
meatloaf in my slow cooker, I
spray a metal, collapsible vegetable steamer with vegetable spray
and place it in the slow cooker.
I firmly stuff the meatloaf into
the steamer and cook following
my favorite recipe. All the fat
drips into the bottom of the slow
cooker, leaving the meatloaf moist
and fat-free. I just lift out the
steamer, cut and serve. My family loves it when I cook meatloaf
this way. -- Julie B.. Brazil. Ind.
HELOISE'S TEST YOUR HINT
10
Dear Readers: Do you have
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extra dinner plates that need to
be stored? Which of the following can you put between the plates
to keep them protected while in
storage?
I. Paper plates
2. Rubber mesh
3. Coffee filters
4. All of the above
The correct answer is 4 -- all
of the above! -- Heloise
EASY PIZZA
Dear Heloise: When I fix my
frown pizza, I turn it upside down
while still in the wrapper. remove
the plastic from the back and cut
the pizza all the way through.
With the plastic still on it, I'll
flip it over onto a cookie sheet
lined with foil sprayed with cooking spray. I then take off the plastic. This makes it so much easier for me to cut and handle. -Betty T., Orange, Texas
Love this, and it's very smart
to pre-cut the pizza. -- Heloise
RACK REMOVAL
Dear Heloise: When using my
oven, if I am going to use only
the bottom rack, I remove the
upper rack so that any splashes
or bubbles while cooking will not
wind up on that rack. -- Doris
Brown. Camarillo, Calif.
(c)20I1 by King Feantres Syndicate Inc.
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and play with it.
-- Move the potty into the
bathroom.
-- Encourage your child to
sit on her potty at least once a
day for a few minutes while
you sit on the toilet.
Boys should sit, too. It's easier for boys to learn to use the
toilet while sitting down.
-- When you think your child
may need to use the bathroom,
ask him if he'd like to use the
potty. If he isn't interested, don't
force him.
-- If your child happens to
urinate or have a bowel movement while sitting on the potty,
be excited. If nothing happens,
do not be disappointed or angry.
-- Don't rush to flush. Flushing is fun for some children but
scary for others.
-- Remind your child to go
every hour or two.
-- Expect accidents. Wetting
and soiling accidents are a normal part of toilet training.
A friend of mine once told
me. "Probably the most important accomplishment of my life
was being successfully toilettrained. And darn if I remember it." It is a big deal, but it's
not something that a parent
should worry about. It's going
to happen anyway. It's just a
matter of how smoothly goes
the transition from diapers to
underwear. These tips should
help.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. Go to his website
to send questions and get additional
inforniation;
wwwAskDoctorK.com.)

Hints From Helots°

By the Associated Press
London for murdering his wife. ing all three hijackers.
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 23, Cora. (Crippen's mistress, Ethel
Ten years ago: The U.N. war
the 327th day of 2011. There are Le Neve, was acquitted in a sep- crimes tribunal said it would try
38 days left in the year.
arate trial of being an accessory.) former Yugoslav President SloboToday's Highlight in History:
In 1971, the People's Repub- dan Milosevic for genocide in
On Nov. 23, 1936, Life, the lic of China was seated in the Bosnia, linking him for the first
photojournalism magazine created U.N. Security Council.
time in court to the murders of
by Henry R. Luce (loos), was
In 1980, some 2.600 people thousands of non-Serbs and the
first published.
were killed by a series of earth- displacement of a quarter million
On- ORS dale: •
quakes that devastated southern- people. (Milosevic died in March
In ISMUlinfirst jukebox made
,20Q6 ,wittle his trial was in
its debut in San Francisco. at the
In 1996. a commandeered progress.) An Israeli helicopter
Palais Royale Saloon.
Ethiopian Airlines Boeing 767 fired two missiles at a van in the
In 1910, American-born physi- crashed into the water off the West- Bank, killing Mahmoud Abu
cian Hawley Harvey Crippen was Comoros Islands, killing 125 of Hanoud. a leading member of the
hanged at Pentonville Prison in the F75 people on board, includ- Islamic militant Hamas group.
13

Accidents are to be expected
when toilet-training a toddler

ago, my wife returned from a
business meeting out of town.
After unpacking, she took a bath.
I happened into the bathroom just
as she finished drying off When
she saw me, she grabbed a towel
and held it over her shoulder and
breast, but not before I spotted a
hickey and bruise on her chest.
• When I asked her about the
hickey, she said she had no idea
what had caused it. After that.
she refused to discuss the matter.
The hickey faded and disappeared
after two or three weeks.
Yesterday she agreed to take
a polygraph test, but how do we
go about arranging one? Your
thoughts? -- TROUBLED HUSBAND IN TEXAS
DEAR TROUBLED HUSBAND: If your marriage is on
such thin ice that you necd a lie
detector test to determine if your
wife is telling the truth, you may
need the services of a family law
specialist.
You asked my opinion, and
here it is: From my perspective.
you and your wife could benefit
more from some truth sessions
with a marriage counselor than with
a polygraph examiner. However,
one way to find a polygraph examiner would be to Google "polygraph examiners in Texas." Another would be to consult an attorney about a referral.

Today In History
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School senior, has been chosen
as a fin-alist for Century III Leadership Competition in Kentucky.
Some members of the Murray
City Council have expressed a
desire in recent meetings to take
a look at changing the structure
of electing city officials.
W.A. Franklin, Murray High
School principal, presented a paper
about computers in the high school
curriculum at the 24th annual Kentucky Association of Secondary
Schools Principals Nov. 11-13 in
Owensboro.
The Calloway County High
School speech team gained its
fifth consecutive win of the 198182 season with a victory at the
40 team Bullitt Central Invitational Friday and Saturday.
Forty years ago
The Murray Business and Professional Women's Club had its
44th birthday Nov. 19 at Murray
Woman's Clubhouse with Mrs.
Ruphas Wainscott as speaker.
Army PFC Jackie L. Bray, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Bray.
Jr., was graduated from V Corps
Support Command Drivers School,
Germany.
Fifty years ago
Murray type 35 one sucker tobacco sales were to open Dec. IS,
according to officials of the Tobacco Board of Trade.
The final work drawings of the
proposed Murray Hospital were
within three weeks of completion.
according to Dr. Ralph Woods,
chairman of Hospital Planning
Commission.
Sixty years ago
The Rev. Robert Jarman, minister of First Christian Church,
delivered the Thanksgiving day
message about "Lest We Forget"
at a community Thanksgiving service at First Methodist Church.
First place award winners of 4H and Future Farmers of America Cattle show at Murray Livestock Company were Jackie Geurin.
Almo 4-H Craig Morris and Dan
Hale, Faxon 4-H and Graves Morris and Leroy Todd. Almo FFA.
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ABOUT
GIORGIO AGOSTA
IVarraritv
ors miaCria I

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM AT

130 HIGHWAY 69 NORTH • PARIS)TN

731.641.9151

Giorgio Agosta was born in the town of Pozzalo a province of
Ragusa, Sicily, Italy. He carries the tradition of his grandfather, a
master marble craftsman. Giorgio has crafted marble for the past
45 years, and when a young boy, he assisted with the stonework of
The Church of Saint Giovanni Battista ^in Pozzallo.
He has been in the United States 24 years and in the Nashville
area for the past 12 yearsfashioning marble and granite in homes
and businesses across the Middle Tennessee area. Ifyou ask Giorgio
his strength in his work, he will respond that he is a "perfezionista,”
that is, a perfectionist. To Giorgio, thefinished work is an extension
of himself, his life, and his Italian heritage. Working in marble and
granite allows him create lasting works that will be enjoyed beyond
one's lifetime. Knowing that his work will be admired for decades
motivates him to do the very best work available.
With 30 types of marble and 98 types of granite, he is able to
provide stone for most any setting - bath, living areas, business
offices and even outside. Being a life-long stone craftsman, he
has tremendous abilities in matching different types of stone and
color. Paris Granite & Marble is aligned with craftsmen that not
only provide a fusion of ideas and creativity, but some of the most
beautiful and unique stone in the world.
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4-5 MURRAY STATE • 6-7 MURRAY HIGH
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5PLAYERSToWATCH

7
1 PLAYERSToWATCH

Guard•Sr.

Guard MI Sr,

Guard III Sr.

Taylor Futrell

Abby Futrell

2010-11 Statistics: 11.1
PPg
The lowdown: Sivills
heaped praise onto his
fourth-year guard, saying she is possibly the
best pure point guard
the school has seen in
the past two decades.
That's not all he
noted."She has everything about a point
guard that I dream
about having."

2010-11 Statistics: 6.2
PPg
The lowdown: When the
Lady Lakers want to
move they know whose
hands to put the ball in.
"She's very, very quick
and runs in transition
very well," Sivills said
but her scoring punch
isn't so bad either he
pointed out."She's someone that can give us double figure scoring every
night."

Nlurra Ledger & Times

Guard U Sr

Karlee Wilson

Guard U Fr.

Parker Adams Garrett Schwettman

Jay Green

2010-11 Statistics: 7.9
PPg
The lowdown: Wilson
will be manning the
perimeter again this year
for the Lady Lakers as the
team's resident sharpshooter but that's not all
Sivills noted. "She brings
mental and physical toughness and knows how to
play the game." he
said.That and she relishes
the big shot which will be
big again this season.

2010-11 Statistics: 1.5
PPg
The lowdown: After
playing in relief of the
injured Jared Shankle
last season. Green got
his taste of being the
lead guard which he'll
now take over full time
in his senior season.
"It's a different role for
Jay because he's one of
the older kids and the
captain of the team
basically." Lane said.

2010-11 Statistics: 5.2
The lowdown: A veteran of sort. Adams
played in a number of
games during his eighth
grade season and provided some pop off the
bench after averaging
just over five points a
game. That experience
will be important Lane
said as"Parker's a
freshman but he's more
like a sophomore.-

Forward II Sr.

Lauren Benson

Alyssa Ctsinigham

2010-11 Statistics: 1.8
ppg

2010-11 Statistics: 4.8
PPg
The lowdown: After
The lowdown:
being a sparkplug for
Cunningham will need to
the team in recent seabe a force this season
sons, Benson will step
down low for Calloway
into starting lineup this County to be successful..
year. Among thethings That might be putting it
she brings to the table: lightly. "There is no I
a high motor, versatility hope or I want you to, it's
and "a pitbull mentality an every night thing,"
when it comes to
Sivills said. "She has to
defense," Sivills said.
bring it and I think that
she can."

1010-11 Statistics: 2.6
PPg
The lowdown: Playing
the role of sixth man for
much of last season.
Schwettman will provide
important intagibles.for
the young group of
Lakers in his senior season including leadership
and hustle plays Lane
said. He'll also help on
the boards as well as he
"rebounds well for his
size.-

THE
ROSTER

THE
ROSTER

Guard MI Sr.

Forward U Sr.

No. Player
Pos. Cl.
Kelsey Douglas F
Fr.
1
4 Summer SimmonsG
So.
5 Kayla Grady
G
Jr.
G
Fr.
10 Ashlyn Stalls
11 Montana BowlandG
Jr.
12 Abbey Spann
G/F So
14 Abby Futrell
G
Sr.
G
Sr.
15 Karlee Wilson
20 Courtney Dick
F
Jr.
22 Taylor Futrell
G
Sr.
F
Fr.
32 Danielle Potts
33 Alyssa CunninghamF Sr.
34 Hannah ScarboroughF So.
35 Sarah Humphreys F Fr.
41 Darien Maness F
So.
42 Ashton Shelton F
So.
Sr.
50 Lauren Benson G

Photos courtesy of Willard
Jones/wwwfonesphoto.biz

— Greg Waddell

Center 111 So.

Forward 111 Fr.

Skylar Hunter

Michael Arnett

2010-11 Statistics: Did
not play
The lowdown: A o'6"
freshman who will play
at power forward this
season. Lane said .
Hunter provides versatility as he can "step out
and shoot the three
which is always a big
advantage for any
team." One thing he'll
need to work on is hisinside game Lane said.

2010-11 Statistics: 9.7
The lowdown: After a
freshman season that
saw him finish second
on the team in scoring
and rebounding. Lane
said the big man has
added about 20 pounds
of muscle in the off
season."We expect him
to produce and get
some big buckets for
us.- Lane said.

No. Player
Pos. Cl.
3 Jay Green
G
Sr.
4 Parker Adams F
Fr.
5 Clay SmothermanG
Fr
10 Wade Carter
G
Fr
11 Blake Wethenngton G Jr
12 Andy Fraher
F
Jr.
15 Garrett Schwettman afSr.
22 Casey Dunnawa yG
Sr.
23 Joe Futrell
FC
Jr.
31 Skylar Hunter F
Fr_
32 Caleb Brannon F
So
33 Connor Wagner G
Fr.
F
34 Tristan Crady
So
44 Michael Arnett C
So
52 Dante Darcus C
Fr.

— Greg Wilddell
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GIRLS
zolo-ii Record: 32-2
2010-11 4th District Record,9-0

Wednesday, No$embrr 23, 2011
1
111

BOYS
2010-11 Record: 15-14
2010-11 4th District Record: 4-3

CALLOWAY COUNTY
LAKERS
GROWING UP FAST

AFTER AVEREE

In
A season after watching three seniors play pivitol
roles on a regional tournament team, Calloway County head coach Bruce Lane will go back to the drawing board this season looking for a
way to plug the holes
on the Lakers' ship.
Now, with Brock
Simmons, Blake Maness and Shawn
Thompson having moved on to college. Lane will look to some slightly younger faces to fill the gap. Two
of those will be freshman.
"(Our starting lineup) is going to
be some guys that haven't played a
whole lot of varsity ball before because
they're young," Lane said, "and then
there are going to be some guys that
have played alot. It's going to be a
mixture of guys."
Still,. that may not be a bad thing
the Laker head man said.
"What's really been good in practice this year is something we haven't
file photo
in the last couple of years," he said.
"We have a lot of competition for Head coach Bruce Lane talks
those six through ten spots and it's to his team during a timeout in
really made for some good competi- the regional tournament .
tion within our team and good practices. Three years ago we had team that was pretty deep but the last
couple of years we only played six or seven people and everybody
knew that really that's who was gonna play. This year (though) we've
got eight or nine guys, I think, that are going to be in the mix for
playing time and that makes for some real good competition for us.
It's good because it makes it where guys don't real comfortable because
they know at any time somebody else is right there knocking on the
door for some playing and, for a coach, it makes it nice
because it just makes practices so much more competitive."

CI.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr
Jr.
Sr
Sr
Jr.
Fr.
So
Fr.
So
So
Fr.

rft•

A STEADY HAND

That said, the Lakers will lose more than experience, though,
as the departure of last year's senior class will take 39 points
a game and 67 percent of the teams' made field goals with
them. To make matters worse, Calloway loses three of its four
top rebounders as well.

A season after watching their shot at a State Championship fall a game short, the Calloway County Lady Lakers
are starting all over again as they gaineplan to replace do-itall player Averee Fields...
or are they? Though Calloway County head
coach Scott Sivills concedes that Fields did play a large role in
last season's success, he's quick to note
that others are writing off his team just
because of her departure. What people forget, though. he said, is that there were
four other starters on that team and they're
all coming back.
"We celebrated what (Averee) did and
we celebrated when she left but now the
chapter has turned," he said. "It's interesting how everyone thinks, which is good
for us, that we're going to be down. Everyone thinks that but what I keep telling
• people, even here at our own high school
and community, is that we've got four out
of five starters back from last year's team.
Yes, I know Averee was a big part of that
file photo
but if you look at how we won even
Head coach Scott Sivils watchAveree today would tell you that it was a
es on during his team's region- whole team effort.
We've got some tremenal final win over Murray High dous kids that stepped up last year and
School.
what this has done is that it's really fueled
them for this year. Having those people
outside of here that are thinking, 'Ah, Averee is gone so you're going to have
an average year, has really fueled them to prove to everyone that we're going.
to reload and try to contend for a championship."

THE FAB FIVE
They'll do so with a host of familiar faces leading the way.
Taylor Futrell, a four-year starter, will spearhead the Lady Lakers'
attack and provide a steady hand after running the show from her
point guard spot last season. Her scoring punch 111.1 ppg) will be
needed after losing Fields' 24 points a game while Abby Futrell (6.2
ppg, 2.8 rpg) and Karlee Wilson (7.9 ppg, 1.7 rpg) will also provide
scoring from the perimeter.
The biggest change will come in the post though, where Sivils
said his team will need forward Alyssa Cunningham to provide double-double numbers every night.
"Alyssa Cunningham will be one of the best players in this region," he said emphat-

•See STEADY HAND, 8

See FAB FIVE,8
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2010-11 Record: 23-9 (advanced to 1st round of NIT)
2010-11 OVC Record: 14-4 (1st in regular season; lost in semifinals of tournament)
Returning starters: 2(Isaiah Canaan, Ivan Aska)

MURRAY STATE
RACERS
VETERAN LEADERS
One thing is certain.
Wherever Murray State makes it this season, it
will be because the veterans on this year's squad
took them there.
With the likes of seniors Ivan Aska, Jewuan
Long and Donte Poole, as well as juniors Isaiah
Canaan and Ed Daniel littering the court this season, first-year head coach Steve Prohm has plenty
of experience on the floor.
"I am going to rely on my experience," Prohm
said. "You can't make up for experience, and I
have some guys on the team this year that have
that."
Aska and Canaan are expected to be the focal
point for Prohm's offense this season, as each are capable of scoring doubledigits, but have rarely been asked to, whether it be because of previous depth
or limited mintues.
This year, there are plenty of minutes to go around for the veterans, something Canaan said he's very happy about.
"I mean who wouldn't get excited about more playing time and a bigger
role?" Canaan said. "There's some pressure I guess that comes with that, but
we aren't worried about that.
"Ivan and I are both ready."
So far, Canaan has been a man of his word.
The junior guard from Biloxi, Miss. is averaging 17 points per game through
the Racers' first four contests, and has had his two biggest game against the
likes of Morgan State and UAB.
Meanwhile, Poole is averaging 14.7 points per game, and Aska is just behind
him with a 14.5 clip.
Long, who starts in the back court with Canaan and Poole is averaging nine
per game so far, and Daniel, who has yet to really find his offense, is leading
the team in blocks.
"We are going to be as good as they let us be," Prohm said. "We can go
far if those veteran guys will carry us."

EXPERIENCE?
Anyone who takes a quick glance at Murray
State on paper, may under estimate these Racers.
That's just fine with Steve Prohm.
On paper. the Racers return only 'two starters
from last year's Ohio Valley Conference championship team. They also are under the direction of
a first year head coach, and don't appear to have
the depth of recent Murray State teams:
That's why the games aren't played on paper.
however.
While Prohm is entering his first year as head
coach of the Racers, he is far from your average
first-year guy.
Prohm was with former Murray State coach
Billy Kennedy for 12 of his 13 seasons in collegiate coaching, and was Kennedy's
top assistant for the past six seasons with the Racers.
Add in the fact that Prohm helped recruit almost, if not all of the current roster, and things start to look a little bit different.
"We trust him," senior forward Ivan Aska said. "We wanted him to be the
guy, and we enjoy playing for him.
"It's not that much different playing for him than it was last year. he does
some things different, but I mean we all have that familiarity with him."
Prohm also has plenty of weapons locked away in the Racers' arsenal.
Isaiah Canaan and Aska are both former All-OVC Freshmen of the Year. and
Ed Daniel joins Aska in the front court with tons of experience from last year
as well.
Seniors Donte Poole and Jewuan Long join Canaan in the back court, giving
the Racers plenty of experience in the starting rotation.
Throw in a handful of talented newcomers, including transfers Latreze Mushatt
and Stacy Wilson, and this Murray State team begins to fill out.
If forward Brandon Garrett, who played big in spots last season, and freshman guard Zay Jackson can find ways to contribute as well, the Racers may be
as deep and talented as ever.
They just have to prove it.

PLENTY OF ADDMONS
Some Murray State fans may wish to get a program early
during the 2011-2012 season.
That's because there's going to be plenty of new faces to
get to know.
With a talented, experienced core returning for the Racers
this season in the starting five, little is known outside the
realm of Murray State about this year's newcomers.
Isaiah Canaan likes it that way.
"A lot of these guys we have new this year are going to
surprise people," Canaan said. "That's for sure."
Freshman Zay Jackson and junior transfer Stacy Wilson are
two of those guys.
Jackson is lightning quick and a tremendous leaper, particularly for his size. Meanwhile, Wilson provides the Racers
with instant offense, as his ability to create and make shots sets him apart from most.
Jackson and Wilson are averaging four points per game so far this season, but each
have reached double-figures already in at least one game.
Fellow transfer Latreze Mushatt has started to make his impact for the Racers as well,
and the bulky forward is second on the team in rebounds, despite playing limited minutes right now.
Jaylen Bland is another fresh face for the Racers this season, and the bowling ball-type
guard is a terrific shooter and has a nose for the rim.
Throw in forward Brandon Garrett, who played sparingly last season but will be relied
on heavily this season, and the Racers have plenty of new weapons for first-year head
coach Steve Prohm to deploy.
The only question now, is how will they all react to receiving significant and sometimes crucial minutes?
-They will be fine," Prohm said. "As long as they trust the system."
— Ricks Martin

It
411441b.
RICKY MARTIN
Ledger & Times

Murray State first-year head coach
Steve Prohm looks on during his
team's exhibition win over Bethel
this season. Prohm took over for
Billy Kennedy, who left the Racers to
take the vacant head coaching position at Texas A&M. Prohm served
under Kennedy for 12 of his 13 collegiate coaching years.

5PLAYERST0WATCH

Guard•Sr.

Jewuan Long

Guard•Sr.

Donte Poole

Guard•Jr.

Isaiah Canaan

Forward III Sr.

Ivan Aska

THE SCHEDULE
(All
DATE
11-11
11-14
11-17
11-20
11-23
11-25
11-26
12-1
12-4
12-11
12-15
12-17
12-21
12-30
1-4
1-7
1-12
1-14
1-18
1-21
1-28
2-2
2-4
2-9
2-11
2-15
2-18
2-23
2-25
A

Forward IN Jr.

times P.M. unless otherwise noted)
OPPONENT
TIME/RESULT
HARRIS-STOWE
W. 76-49
at Morgan State
W. 80-69
TENNESSEE TEMPLE
W, 83-41
at UAB
W,62-55
Alaska-Anchorage'
9.30
San Francisco or Dartmouth'
TBA
IBA"
TBA
at Western Kentucky
700
DAYTON
1:00
at Memphis
5:00
LIPSCOMB
7:00
ARKANSAS STATE
7:00
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
7:00
at Eastern Illinois
700
EASTERN KENTUCKY
7:00
at Austin Peay
7:00
JACKSONVILLE STATE
7:00
TENNESSEE TECH
500
at Morehead State
6:00
at SIU-Edwardsville
7:00
EASTERN ILLINOIS
7:00
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
7:00
at Tennessee-Marlin
6:00
TENNESSEE STATE
7:00
AUSTIN PEAY
7.30
at Southeast Missouri
7:00
ESPNU BRACKETBUSTER
TBA
at Tennessee State
730
at Tennessee Tech
730

Great Alaska Shootout.

Ed Daniel

2010-11 Statistics: 5.4
ppg, 43 assists

2010-11 Statistics: 4.8
ppg, 22 steals, 2.8 rpg

2010-11 Statistics: 11.7
ppg, 41% 3-point

2010-11 Statistics: 7.6
ppg, 5.7 rpg, 15 blk

2010-11 Statistics: 6.3
ppg, 4.3 rpg

The lowdown: Prohm
Only knows one way to
describe Long. Winner.
That's exactly what the
guard from Jackson.
Tenn. is. Long has won
over 170 games from
high school to now, and
was named Tennessee's
Mr. Basketball following his senior year.
Long missed time early
in his tenure at MSU
due to a knee injury.

The lowdown: Poole,

The lowdown: Canaan

The lowdown: What

the longest of the three
guards, relies on his
length and athleticism
to get to the rim and to
make plays for others.
Poole's three-point
game has developed
nicely since his freshman year, and what the
senior lacks in experience he makes up for in
skill and a high basketball IQ.

is the bonafide offensive leader for the
Racers this season, and
will be relied on more
than ever in 2011-2012.
With the departure of
two key guards from
last season, Canaan's
experience may be as
crucial to the Racers'
success as his skill.
Canaan was selected
preseason All-OVC.

The lowdown: Prohm
has said that if Aska
averages seven and five
like last season, the
Racers won't be very
good. So far, so good,
as the senior forward
has embraced his new
role as a go-to scoring
guy, playing more minutes than what was previously asked of him.
Aska was selected preseason All-OVC.

Daniel doesn't have in
skill he makes up for in
athleticism. The
dynamic forward has
the potential to finish
above the rim with the
best in the OVC,but he
will have to keep himself out of foul trouble
early in games in order
to contribute while also
making sure to take
high-quality shots.

THE ROSTER
No. Player
Pos.
1 Stacy Wilson
G
2 Edward Daniel F
3 Isaiah Canaan G
4 Latreze Mushatt G
10 Zay Jaikson
G
11 Donte Poole
G
13 Brandon Garrett F
14 Jordan Burge
G
23 Dexter Fields G
32 Jaylen Bland
G
33 Jewuan Long G
34 Harley NussmanF
42 Ivan Aska
F

Cl.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr
Fr.
Sr.

Ht
6-3
6-7
6-0
6-5
6-0
6-3
6-9
5-11
6-2
6-3
6-1
6-10
6-7

Wt
185
215
193
210
175
190
200
162
190
202
175
228
230
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2010-11 Record: 9-21
2010-11 OVC Record: 5-13(8th in regular season; lost in tournament first
round)
Returning starters: 2(Mallory Schwab and Mariah Robinson)

MURRAY STATE
RACERS
Murray
Racers.
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READY TO RUN
Coach Rob Cross set a goal early during the
offseason to become the fastest team in the country.
Statistically. Cross is expecting up to 90 shots
per game, as well as 20-plus turnovers on any give
night, sparked by a full-court, pressure defense.
So far, it looks like Cross is well on his way
Through four games this season, the Racers have
taken 72 more shots than their opponents and have
forced 114 turnovers to only 69 of their own.
The women have forced 30 or more turnovers
twice already, and their depth is allowing them to
do something that Cross said his team simply couldn't do a year ago — play fast.
"We have the ability to go 10-12 deep against anyone." Cross said. "The way
we want to play. you have to have bodies that can move up and down the
floor, and we have been working towards that starting back in the of
"
Cross has emptied his bench twice this season, and in their season-opening
win over Evansville, the Racers used 12 players just in the first 12 11111111Ies of
the game.
The biggest thing that Cross sees right now, however, is the quality of the
bench play. not the quantity.
"We have solid players constantly going into the game," Cross said. "'We
aren't just sending players on the floor just to send them. We are sending quality out there in every substitution, and it's enabling us to he able to play fast
for the entire 40 mintues."
The Racers are doing so without the services of Jessica Winfrey and Jessica
Holder, who are each sitting out due to injuries.
Winfrey was selected as an All-OVC team member prior to rupturing her left
Achille's tendon.

I freshmay be

LE

)ted)
ESULT
W. 76-49
W, 80-69
W. 83-41
W,62-55
930
TBA
TBA
7:00
1,00
5:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
700
700
7:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
6:00
7:00
7:30
7:00
TBA
7:30
730

Nt
185
215
193
210
175
190
200
162
190
202
175

2281

230

BACKCOURT BALLIN'
Erica Bugess has been lights out so far.
Some of that may be due to the fact she had

to sit out a year after transfering from Southeastern Louisiana.
Most of it is her incredible speed.
Burgess is leading the Racers in points per
game. avergaing just under 19 per contest through
four games this season.
Meanwhile, the point guard, who Murray State
head coach Rob Cross described as a 'Derek Rose
type player.' is finding her teammates as well,
averaging nearly six assists per game.
Burgess stepped into the starting point guard
role this season, and has been terrific early on,
especially relieving pressure off All-OVC guard Mariah Robinson, who was expected to be the team's leading scorer this year.
Robinson has yet to find her groove, but Cross said together, Burgess and
Robinson make for a dangerous tandem in the back court.
"The two of them can just put the ball in the hoop," Cross said. "Erica is
terrific at getting into the lane and getting to the run, and Manah only has one
rule, and that's to shoot it every chance she can.
"Both of them have the ability to make shots that I can't believe sometimes.
It doesn't matter if there's two defenders hanging off of them."
Burgess and Robinson have gotten great support from fellow guard Tessa
Elkins as well this season.
Elkins is averaging 9.5 points per game so far, which is second on the team.
Those aren't the only three guards opposing coaches will have to focus on,
11mA e vet'.
Allison Karst IS a proven shooter, and is averaging nearly eight points per
game. while Mallory Schwab. one of the squad's only two seniors, is settling
into her role nicely as a glue-girl, playing nearly every position on the floor for
Cross.

STANDING TALL
While the skill in the back court speaks tor itself, the depth ill the
front court may be what makes the difference for Nliirra!, State head
_ .
Coach Rob Cross this. season.
• Committed to a fast style of play:'Cross' utilitifation of his post-players will be a• major factor on the success of this year's squad.
Fortunately. Cross has a nearly perfect blend of experience and youth.
Senior Kayla Lowe, who had orginally •decided not to pla this season. returns for final year of eligibility. and anchors a front line with
tons of talent.
After losing All-OVC forward Jessica Winfrity to a ruptured Achilles
tendon, Lowe will be joined by several fresh faces and a couple of
familiar ones as the Racers embark on 2011-2012.
Freshman foward Ashleigh McBean, who hails front Australia. is
starting for Cross in the middle, and is averaging nearly live rebounds
per game.
Fellow forward Kyra Watson has been a huge boost for the Racers' front line as w ell. as craging just under eight points per game to go with a team-high seven rebounds per contest.
Candace Nevels and Chanyere Hosey..who each played sparingly last season have filled in nice-

ly thus far for the Racers, as has Calloway County product Kayla Cunningham. Who is averaging
close to 10 minutes per game for Cross.
"We have to be able to rebound the ball and get into transition." Cross said. "Our•post players
are crucial for us in terms of being able to do the things we \s ant to do night in and night out "

- Ru hi .tlat tin

RICKY MARTIN /
Ledger & Times

Rob Cross instructs his
team from the sidelines of
Murray State's" 76-61 win
over Evansville on Nov. 11.
Cross is in his fourth season as head coach of the
Racers.

5PLAYERSToWATCH

Guard•Sr.

Guard II Jr.

Mallory Schwab

Mariah Robinson

2010-11 Statistics: 5.2
ppg, 17 blocks
The lowdown: A point
guard throughout her
high school career,
Schwab came to
Murray State and was
asked to do everything
except play her natural
position: Now,entering
her senior year, Schwab
has become one of the
most versatile players
on the roster, playing
any position, 1-5, for
Cross.

2010-11 Statist1cs: 15.9
ppg, 74 assists, 83% FT
The lowdown: After a
stellar sophomore campaign, the only question
surrounding RobinsOn
is what will she do for
an encore? Cross thinks
she's poised for even
greater things this year.
"She's very much capable of being the top,
scorer in the conference. She can do it all,
it doesn't matter what it
is."

Guard•So.

Forward•Sr.

Erica Burgess

Kayla Lowe

2010-11 Statistics: Did
2010-11 Statistics: 10.4
not play
ppg, 54'; 3-pt,
The lowdown: After
The lowdown:
waiting a year to get
Deciding not to play
back on the floor after
her senior year. Lowe
transfering from
was content focusing
Southeastern Louisiana, on school. Now, the
three-point maverick is
Burgess has showed
Cross the prize was
back and for the first
worth the wait.
time since she's been at
Averaging 18.5 ppg in
MSU,she's healthy.
2011-2012, Burgess is
Lowe has missed serithe complete package
ous time over the past
for Cross' fast-paced.
two seasons, but is a
up-and-down style of
proven player when on
play.
the floor.

Forward•Fr.

THE SCHEDULE
(All times P.M. unless otherwise noted)
TIMEJRESULT
DATE OPPONENT
11-11 EVANSVILLE
W, 76-61
11-14 at Indiana
L, 67-70
11-17 MID CONTINENT
W.103-48
11-19 at Ball State
L. 72-81
11-22 at Alabama A&M
6 00
11-26 at Saint Louis
2:00
11-29 at Louisville
600
700
SAINT LOUIS
12-3
12-10 at Evansville
2 00
12-19 Mississippi A
5 00
12-20 Cleveland State A
500
12-31 at Southeast Missouri
1:00
1-2
at Eastern Illinois
7:00
1-7
at Austin Peay
3:00
1-9
EASTERN KENTUCKY
7:00
1-4
TENNESSEE TECH
7:30
JACKSONVILLE STATE
1-16
7:00
1-21
1:00
at SIU-Edwardsville
7:00
LONGWOOD
1-23
1-26
at Southern Illinois
7:05
1-30
EASTERN ILLINOIS
7:00
at Morehead State
2-1
5:00
2-4
at UT-Martin
4:00
TENNESSEE STATE
2-6
7:00
AUSTIN PEAY
2-13
7:00
2-16
UT-MARTIN
700
at Tennessee State
2-23
5:30
2-24
at Tennessee Tech
5:30

" Ole Miss Tournament at Mississippi

Ashleigh McBean
2010-11 Statistic's: did
notlido'
The lowdown: The
inside presence Cross
needed. McBean was a
late signee. filling
Racehel Isom's spot on
the roster. McBean,
who Cross Says is
"relaxed and laid
back." is a welcome
addition to the Racers,
and the Aussie's ability
to rebound the basketball will only spark the
Racers' offense

THE ROSTER
No. Player
00 Kayla Cunningham
1
Tessa Elkins
5 Jessica Winfrey
11 Erica Burgess
12 Kayla Lowe
13 Keiona Kirby
20 Manah Robinson
32 Beth Mahunn
24 Mallory Schwab
30 Allison Karst
31 Kyra Watson
32 Candace Nevels
33 Allston West
35 Jessica Holder
40 Chanyere Hosey
42 Ashleigh McBean

Pos.
F/C
G
F

G
F/C
G

G/F
G/F
F
F/C
F

Cl.
Jr.
Jr.
so.
So.

Ht
6-2
5-5
5-10
:10
5
6

Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
So
Fr.
Jr.
R-Fr.
Jr.

6-1
5-7
5-8
6-3
5-9
5-10
5-9
5-9
5-10
6-1
6-1
6-2

1
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GIRLS
2010-11 Record: 22-10
2010-11 4th District Record: 4-5

Murray Ledger & Times

•

BOYS
2010-11 Record: 9-17
2010-11 4th District Record: 3-5

A NEW START

BACK IN THE MIX
Coming into the 2010-2011 season, Rechelle Turner
and the Murray High Lady Tigers were looking for a
repeat after a first region championship. Now, a year later,
after falling to Calloway County in the regional finals,
they're trying to make it back.
After a spirited
run through the regular season that saw
them post a 22-10
record and advance to the First Region
finals of the All 'A' Classic, Murray
ran into the roadblock that was Averee
Fields and the Lady Lakers.
After falling to Calloway in the district final, the two teams met again a
little over a week later, but the results
were the same as they met their match
again in a 42-27 loss in the Regional
final.
Now that Fields has graduated,
though, Turner said the field has been
equalized. That, she said, gives her
team as good a shot as any to make
some noise in the region's toughest
district.
"The Fourth District is the toughest
district in the region without a doubt,"
she said. "Hands down, more times
file photo
than not, we have three of the four
Rechelle
Turner
Head
coach
our
housed
in
best teams in the region
own district so it's going to be a dog watches on against Ballard
fight. I think the parallel of the teams Memorial during regionals.
in our district is as close as it's ever
been. I just think that with Averee graduating from Calloway it kind of
brought everybody on the same page and those regular season games are
going to be vital to take care of business. That No. I seed is going to be
a huge thing going into the fourth district tournament. I don't think that you
can put one person ahead of another. In my opinion, Calloway County is
No. 1 until somebody knocks them off. I think you give them that
respect. They have a lot of kids returning and a good nucleus of
players as well assume younger players. In my opinion, they're No.
1 and we're looking up at them until we can prove different."

After three years under legendary head coach Ron
Greene, the Murray High Tigers will get a new look
this season as assistant Joey Adair will takesover the
reigns for the Tigers.
Though Adair said it's been an honor to follow
Greene, he mentioned his team will
look a little different than what fans
are used to. One
thing he pointed out will be how fast
the boys in black push the pace.
"I had the privilege of working under
Coach Greene and there are some things
that we do that are the same but there
are a lot of things we do different.
One of our team qualities is speed.
We're getting all of those football guys
back and a lot of them are quick and
fast so we're going to try and get after
you on the court and try to make you
make some mistakes. 1 think sometimes
some of our better offense, especially
early, is going to be our defense. I'm
• a defensive coach."
That, Adair said, is not an annoucement to be taken lightly.
"A lot of people say that and a lot
GREG WADDELULedger & Times of people use that term but we really
Head coach Joey Adair watch- practice it around here," he said. "I
es as his team scrimmages in typically like to run man to man - I
practice.
love man to man - but we're going to
have to do somethings different until
we get our system built and get everything under us that we want. We're
going to open the barn doors and see what comes out."
Two players that won't be coming out, though, will be departed seniors Cedric Cherry and Marte Foster.
Losing those two will leave a big gap he said.
"We lost Mane and Cedric last year so that was big for us. We
lost 25 or 30 points and 10 boards there on a team that probably
averaged 57 points a game. (Last year) we had three dominant
scorers so we bring one back in Kendall."

ti-DIVMOISONIHIZ

2THINGSTOWATCH4

MURRAY
TIGERS

NEW FACES

THE BIG THREE
How they'll do so, though, will rest chiefly on the shoulders of three
players in particular. With Haley Armstrong, Jansen Starks and Shelby
Crouch returning as starters from last year's squad, Turner said those girls

In fact, Adair said the team will welcome a number of new
players to the team this year.
- "Really, if you look at it, though, this is an entircly new team,"
•See NEW FACES,8

II See BIG THREE,8
Aftetete4
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Guard•Sr.

Guard•Jr.

Guard•So.

Haley Armstrong

Janssen Starks

Guard•Sr.

Ka Trice

Guard•Jr.

Kendall Deese

Guard•Jr.

2010-11 Statistics: 12.9
PPg
The lowdown: One of
the keys to the Lady
Tigers' success this season, Turner pointed out
how important a role
Starks plays on her
team. "I don't think
people realize how difficult that position is,"
Turner said. "She
accepts that challenge
and wants the ball and
that position."

2010-11 Statistics: 2.2
PPg
The lowdown: A player on
the verge of "breaking out",
Turner said Trice will take
on a bigger role this season
after noting the sophomore's athleticism as jawdropping. "Sometimes she
does things and I'm just
like, "Wow.'," Turner said.
"Once she hones in on the
skills I know she has she is
going to be a great, great
player."

Daniel Nesbitt

Logan Foster

2010-11 Statistics: 15.2
PPg
The lowdown: Already
the all-time leading
scorer in Murray High
Lady Tigers' history.
Turner pointed to her
senior as "creative a
scorer as I've ever
coached." Though she'll
undoubtedly till up the
scoreboxes, Turner said
the glass is where
Armstrong can make a
huge impact this season.

2010-11 Statistics: not
2010-11 Statistics: not
available
itvailable
The lowdown: With
The lowdown:
Marte Poste and Credric
After much turnover
Cherry moving on. Deese from last year's team,
returns to the Tigers as
Nesbitt will get his
the team's only explosive time to shine this seascorer this season. As a
son in the Murray
senior. Deese should
backcourt after coming
strive in the new up
off the bench in a
tempo attack implement- reserve role last season.
ed by Adair but should _
Still, Nesbitt should
make his presence known make an impact after
in other areas as well as a making "much improv"complete player."
ment." Adair said.

2010-11 Statistics: not
available
The lowdown: After
putting in a summer's
worth of hard work.
Foster will man a guard
spot come opening day
for the Tigers Adair
said. As for what Foster
brings to the table, the
coach noted a couple of
things including his
ability' to "shoot the
ball well and handle the
ball well."

THE
ROSTER

Guard•Jr.

Forward•Sr.

Abby McAlpin

Shelby Crouch

2010-11 Statistics: 3.2
PPg
The lowdown: The
team's resident zone
buster, McAlpin will •
benefit from a team of
playmakers as plenty of
shots should be waiting
for her. "She is just a
pure shooter," Tuner
said. "If she makes one
she may make 10. She
can definitely extend
zones for us."

2010-11 Statistics: 6.7
PPg
The lowdown: A vital
player for the Lady
Tigers who often goes
overlooked, Turner
pointed to Crouch as
"the player to watch the
most this year." With
the ability to play down
low or on the perimeter
Crouch creates mismatches wherever she
goes.

No. Player
Pos.
3 Kala] Trice
F
5 Abby McAlpin G
10 Haley ArmstrongG
12 Bethany Vogt
G
15 Janssen Starks G
20 Christina DuncanG
21 Kaylee Capps G
22 Kayleigh House F
23 Hannah WilliamsG
31 Julie Thiede
C
32 Venetia Jackson F
33 Bethany Sholar F
34 Shet/y Crcuch
F
35 Elizabeth GroganG
40 Hannah Clark C
42 Chelsey DelaneyG
44 Megan Perry
F

Cl.
So
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
So
So
Fr
Fr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.

Photos courtesy of Rockhouse
Creek Photography by Stacey
Mills

— Greg Waddell

THE
ROSTER

Ad

Forward•Jr.

Forward•Sr.

Dante Howard
2010-11 Statistics: not
available
The lowdown: Playing
in his first season for the
Tigers. Howard will provide a valuable assest to
his new team - height..
Adair noted that despite
being raw, Howard has
plenty to offer."I'm really
excited about Dante."
Adair said. "He's got a
little height and a lot of
athletic skill."

Torrance %%giants
2010-11 Statistics: not
available
The lowdown: A returning starter. Williams will
provide a number of
things to a Tiger team
looking for an identity
including a strong presence in the post. His
biggest impact will be
felt on the glass which
will be huge for a
Murray squad without
much size.

Player
Kendall Deese
Andre Phillips
Torrance Williams
Logan Foster
Daniel Nesbitt
Dylan Boone
Preston Mernss
Eric Wann
Kendric Lee
Dante Howard
Deon Howard
Paxton James
Dylan Upchurch
Adam Stubblefield

Pos.
G
G
F
G
G
G./F
G
C
G
F
G
G
GiF
G

Cl.
Sr.
Jr
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Jr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
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•Big Three
From Page 6
will be looked to for not only production but
leadership in bringing the younger players along.
Armstrong, the school's all-time leading scorer, and Starks, who joined the 1,000 point
club last season, williwill lead the way in
scoring for Murray after averaging 15.2 and
12.9 points per game respectively.
"Haley and Jannsen bring a lot to our
team and have ever since they've become a
part of this program," Turner said. "Haley
has scored over 2,000 points and Janssen has
scored over 1,000 and, actually, Shelby Crouch
is on the verge of getting her 1,000th point
as well so we have a lot of minutes and a
lot of time under our belts with those kids.
I fimily believe a lot of times you're only as
good as your best players play so we're going
to be looking to them to really carry us this
year and to help the younger kids come along.
There are high expectations for them as individuals and there are very' high expectations
for this basketball team so we're going to
have to see how well we can mesh all of
these aspects together."

Crouch, on the other hand, will handle the
diny work down low after snatching 7.7
boards a game. Rebounding. Turner pointed
out, will be key as the Lady Tigers lose a
force dow low in Sian House.
"Anytime you lose a 6'3" kid those kids
are hard to replace," she said. "Sian brought
a lot to our basketball team not only with
rebounding but the havoc that she caused
defensively. If she wasn't blocking a shot she
was altering a shot and we don't have anybody like that that's able to replace that. We're
going to be a lot different this year. We're
going to hopefully be more of a transition
type team and get after people a little bit
more defensively and I think well be more
athletic on the court this year in certain spots
and that will enable us to do some different
things. I think rebounding is one of the biggest
keys to our success this year and that's going
to have to be a team rebounding concept
because we don't have that huge kid. A lot
of times we're going to have five guards on
the tic)or."
— Greg Waddell

•Steady Hand
From Page 3
Still. though Lane admits it may take
some time he said his team will make
it through to the other sideHow fast they
do so will ultimately rest of the shoulders of seniors Jay Green and Garrett
Schwettman. Though undoubtedly talented, the younger Lakers will need the
steady hand of veterans to help guide
them through growing pains. Still, Lane
said Green, who started most of the year
after an inury to Jared Shankle, and
Schwettman,- a spot starter for much of
the year. are plenty up to the task.
"(Jay and Garrett will play) a very
big role.," Lane said. "Those guys will
definitely anchor the team and when those
guys are there practicing, everything just
goes a lot better and it's a lot more

Murray Ledger & Times

•Fab Five
From Page 3
ically," and what it's done for her to see
her not being one of the top-10 players in
this region has fueled her fire. She will be
a beast in the post. She's probably playing
the best l'.ve ever seen her play since shes
been at Calloway County."
Finally, Lauren Benson, who provided a
spark off the bench last season to the tune
of 1.8 ppg and 1.9 rpg, will look to step
into a starting role her senior season.
One advantage this team may have over
last year's team, though, may come in terms
of overall depth. That may help them come
tournament time.
"We feel like right now, as a coaching
staff, that we could play more kids this
year than we did last year," Sivils said. "We
feel comfortable playing eight to ten and
sometimes eleven kids. Were going to play
ten a lot and out of those ten, five of them
are seniors that can play different positions.
The other sophomores and juniors that we

have can play multiple spots so we can go
big or we can go small. We've already looked
at going four guards' and Alyssa and that's
really worked out well. So, we just feel like
we have the type 'of kids that can wear
down a lot of other kids. We've got some
tremendous teams this year in this region
but from a numbers standpoint they could
be limited and we feel like our bench this
year could be one of our major, major deals
for us that could really help us win a lot
of basketball games."
'That's not the only purpose it will serve,
though, as it will also take some pressure
off Sivils. A weath of a versatility, he noted,
is never a bad thing. In fact, it's effects
may be felt beyond this season.
"To be able to know that we've got some
really quality young kids that can come off
the bench to help us, all that does is make
us better for this year and for the future,"
he said.
— Greg Waddell

• New Faces
intense because they are two that have
definitely been there and have seen a lot
of things happen and you can definitely
tell in a practice. They'll play a huge
role leadership wise, not only in the locker room but throughout the school."
Still. Calloway will also utilize a talented young nucleus that could put up
numbers for years to come.
Headed by sophomore big man Michael
Arnett. whose 9.7 points and 7.7 boards
per game were good for second on the
team each, and rounded out by Parker
Adams and Skylar Hunter, the trio ot
youngsters will make their presence known
for Laker Nation.
They'll need it to make a repeat
appearnce in the regional tournament.
— Greg Waddell

From Page 6
he said. "We have basically Torrance and
Kendall back as they're the ones who saw,
basically, any significant minutes last year
so you're going to have three guys in the
starting lineup who are going to be totally new and with the bench a lot of these
guys didn't play last year. We've had to
develop this JV real quick and when you
step on the floor for the first time it's a
big deal and a big difference because the
speed of the game is a lot different. We're
probably going to spend the first month
figuring out a rotation and figuring out
who can play on this level and who can't
and figure out where these guys belong."
That's fine, though, because it takes
time for a team to acclimate he said.
"Being here three years already. I'm

very familiar with the program but we
have a lot to do," he said. "We started
last March and we have a lot of rebuilding to do, so, it will be a process. It will
be a few years, I think, before we'll see
some real gains but that's alright because
you have to start somewhere. I took a
large portion of last year and Coach Curtis and I just looked over the program. 1
especially did some searching in my
younger grades and figured out what we
didn't have, what we needed to develop.
what we had already and what we needed to do with what he have. So knowing these guys, being able to coach them
and be with them and build relationships
for three years has allowed me to make
an easy, smooth transition."
— Greg Waddell
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